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antroludimo
And pray in the small watches
Of the morning: (it would be)
An additionalprayer
(Or spiritualprofit)
For thee. Soon will thy Lord
Raise thee to a Station
Of Praiseand Glory.
- (Al-Qur'an 17:79)
Allah the Almighty has, in the above Qur'anic Verse, commanded H is
beloved, the Holy Prophet W~ , to incorporate in to his daily
practices an additional pmyer, commonly known as Tahajjud, promising
him at the same time the high goals of 'praise' and 'glory' for him. This
practice of the Holy Prophet W~ has become a common mode of
worship among the devout followers of the Faith ofIslam who get up in the
early hours of the morning, pray as many units of the supererogatory nafals
as physically possible and mise the ir hands in sup plication whilst shedding
tears and invoking the Almighty Allah's blessings. My spiritual mentor,
Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali (may Allah the Almighty exalt his
stages), has recounted many times over the importance of this additio nal
pmyer in as much as 'he has seen no wali (literally a friend of Allah the
Almighty, a mystic) who would be such without having this practice to his
credit'. Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali, the author of these Maqaliu, is
one of the kind to his affiliates, and genuinely so.
Born to a farmin g family in the village of Barhami; in the district of
Ludhiana (the Punjab, India), on 29 Rabi al-Akhir 1329 AH (27 April 1911
Cli), Barkat Ali, as he was known then, grew to be a meditative young man
who opted and joined the British Army in India. There his career did not
last long. Hi s distaste for worldly life as an army officer in the Royal Indian
Engineers and inextricable devotion to aesthetic religious practices
culminated and fma1ly resulted in his supemnnuation at the age of thirty
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five when twenty six world nations, including India, were at War in 1945.
And this has been in perfect keeping with the traditions ofthe early mystics
of Islam such as Abu Hamid AI-Ghazali ~iiliil (d. 1111 CE), who
abandoned his professorial duties and the much coveted company of the
courtiers in the capital city of Baghdad (Iraq) and much earlier Sultan
Ibrahim bin Adham (d. 160 AH1777 CE), the Balkhi Baba~, who
abdicated the dynasty of forty rulers in succession that he had inherited.
Both ofthese exalted mystics gave up rule and authority in search of Truth.
Ever since this day ofcovenant, Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali has
stood by his vow th at he had made at the witness ofthe holy master, iAla-udDeen Ali Ahmad As-Sabir Kalyari ;:'~ iliil (592 - 689 AH). This event has
most graphically been described in the first chapter Da'zoah-o-Iableegh alIslam (Invitation to and Spread of Islam) of his celebrated book,
M akshoof at Manasal-e-Ehsan; one of over four hundred of his books that
run into thousands of pages. Briefly the vow committed him to (a)
Dhik'rullah, (b) Da'uah-o-Tableegh ai-Islam, and (c) free service to
humankind to which he has occupied himself day and nigh t till today with
all perseverance and excellence too.
Given the fact that one day a close lieutenant will, in future, fill in his
devotees with small details uis-a-uis the dates, for example, on his Thum alRiyadat (Day of Discipline), Yaum as-Summat (Day of Silence), Yaum al
H ijrat (Day of Emigration), there is otherwise plenty of information from
his writings available to put together in his life story with critical reappraisal
of his theological and metaphysical concepts to make it comprehensive and
on a par with pronouncements on the subjects of th e old and the latest
mashaikh (plural for shaykh).
Again the Divine glad tidings in the Verse to the man helps him with
the process of purification of his 'soul' that occupies th e lowest state or
stage of ~C-j0 (N af s al-A mmara, soul given to eanhly desires
- A I-Qur'an 12:53), and progresses to the next stage of ,-:;:;r~ (Nafs
al-Launoama; th e reproaching soul - A I-Qur'an 75:2). Having waded
through th ese purgatories, the soul is then refmed and fmally 'at rest and
satisfied' with the station called :.': ·L-i~ (Nafs al-Mutma'inna - A IQur'an 89:27). The soul is as it were constrained and controlled in its search
for perfection until the aforesaid religious practices are undertaken and the
higher positions attained . And as the process of cleansing goes on so does
the man affirm his belief in His Creator and His mysteries in the order
of :,; ';:";l;
('llm-ul-Yaqeen, cettainty by reasoning or inference -AIQur'an 102:5), :,; ;jl;;':::;' (14in-ul-Yaqeen, certainty by seeing with one's
own eyes i.e. 'seeing is believing' - A I-Qu r'an 102:7) and fmally
:.;..A,':';
iHuqq -ul-Yaqeen; the truth of assured certainty - A I-Qur'an
69:51). Reading this Verse iri context certainty amounts to assurance of the
Hereafter. For rewards, restitu tion, reparation and reprimand in the
Hereafter surely help us to regulate the code of our behaviour in this Life.
x

This contemplation by the man of God has driven home to him the Holy
Qurim as the Truth personified. Their strict belief and practice of the
Truth carries him through an important landmark of 'dying before the
bodily death; having then the privilege of personal appraisal and witness of
the Truth, This is also termed as 'emigration to Allah the Almighty' and the
Salik as an 'emigrant' (Muha}ir ll-Allah), With this touchstone, the life of
Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali Muhajir ii-Allah matches the ideal Insanul-Kamil (the Perfect Man) of Abdul Karim ibn Ibrahim al-Jili ~
(1365-1417 CE) who has described: "The Perfect Man is a microcosm of a
higher order who reflects not only the powers ofNature but also the Divine
powers as in a mirror."
Related to this discussion, the Holy Qur12n has the following Verses:

Behold! verilyon thefriends
Of Godthere is nofear,
Nor shalltheygrieve;
Those who believe
And (constantly) guard
Against evil;

For them are Glad Tidings,
In the lifeof the Present
And in theHereafter:
No change can there be
In the Wonis of God,
This is indeed
The supreme Felicity.
-(AI-Qur'an 10:6264)
The explanation of these Verses from Abdullah Yusuf Ali's translation,
as reproduced from Tafsir Ibn Kathir; tells us most explicitly the high
position of Awliya (plural for wali meaning the Friend of Allah the
Almighty) among the Ummah of the Holy Prophet of Islam W~,
"Having rallied their belief in the Faith ofIslam the Awltja (mystics)follow
the path of piety, In other words whoever is pious is a mystic. Should they
face the accounts of the Hereafter there would be no fear on to them, Nor
would they bear the wearisome burden of grief and sorrow in their worldly
life. Abdullah bin Masood and Ibn Abbas ~ have characterised the
Awliya as those who are always seen occupied in Dhik'rullah and Fikr
(contemplation), Ibn Abbas ~~ has reponed the Holy Prophet
W~ as saying in an answer to a question, '0 the Holy Prophet
(W~), who are the Almighty Allah's Awliya?' 'They are the people
who are busy in Dhik'rullah whenever you see them; said the Holy Prophet

'.....*'A." ~

~~.
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"Abu Huraira ~ has reported the Holy Prophet W'~ as
saying, 'There are such like of the Almighty Allah's servants whom even
the prophets (peace be upon them all) and manyrs envy; The Holy Prophet
W'~ was asked, 'Who are these people? We shall certainly relish
affection for them; The Holy Prophet W'~ said, 'The people of
whom even the prophets are envious have affinity for neither the wealth nor
lineage, but love one another for the sake and only of Allah the Almighty.
Their faces are radiant, themselves resting on the elevated seats made of
light. Whereas the others on Doomsday would tremble in fear, they shall
show no sign of it. The others are occupied with grief and sorrow, but they
would be devoid of it altogether;
"Abu Malik Ash'ary ~ has narrated the Holy Prophet W'~
as saying, 'People from different tribes and from all directions will gather
together. They will have no relationship among them as such, but befriend
one another for the sake and only of Allah the Almighty, and share love and
affection among them . On the Day ofJudgment Allah the Almighty would
have set up the elevated seats made of light where they would be seated.
The people would be wandering about in desperation, but the Awliya
content. They are the people who are the Almighty Allah's mystics; "
Allah the Almighty vouches for, as the commentary goes on, such a life
here in this world, free from grief and sorrow, for their perseverance,
reminding believers at the same time that the Almighty Allah's promise
never falters,
As I have srated elsewhere Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali has no
belongings and lives, purely and squarely, on Tawakkul il-Allah (Trust in
and Fear of Allah the Almighty). Because, trust in 'self rather in God is a
shaky practice in Tasawwuf (Islamic Mysticism), rather a form of disbelief
in 'God Who has power over all things; says Mawlay al-Arabi ad-Darqawi
~iw, a Moroccan sufi, who is much revered in the West by the European
converts to Islam. He branched off the great Shahdhilliyyah Order which
was founded by Shaykh Abu'l Hassan ash-5hahdhil ~iw in the
Thirteenth Century CEo Ad-Darqawi writes in his letters about this
imbalance:

He perishes who is satisfiedwith anything else in exchange
for Thee
And he who reaches (JUt towards what isfar f rom Thee is lost.
Anything thIJU abandonest can be replaced
But there is nothing lIJ replace God if thIJU abandonest Him.
Now then 'if there is longing and yearning besides flattening of the
sensuality of soul and searching of spirituality of spirit, fulfilling of the
desired', according to another Shahdhilliyyah, Ibn Ata-Illah ~ in his
xii

Hikm, 'comes to fruition'. He praises Allah the Almighty for the fulfilment
of his desire care of His saints thus: "Exalted be He Who makes His saints
known only in order to make Himselfknown and Who leads towards them
those whom He wishes to lead towards Himself' This is why the Babaji;
Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali, stresses this as essentially a desirable
entity. He says: "Do not look for acquisition of saintliness but for a real
saint. "And this is not easy as it has rightly been pointed out by Abu'l Abbas
al-Mursi ~: "It is more difficult to know a saint than it is to know
God:'
To the soul reformed a Moroccon saint of the Sixteenth Century CE,
Abu YazidAbd ar-Rahman ~ addresses thus:

W7zence comest thou, who aregiftedwith spirit,
Spirituality with love,
Motionless amid the unfolding of thy glory,
Lordly in all thy states?
The Imam Abul'-Qasim al-Qushayri ~ (d. 465 AH/1074 CE) has
in his commentary on the most beautiful names of God that a disciple said
to his master: "Master, what about food?" The master answered: "God!"
The disciple persisted: "We absolutely have to have food;' to which the
master rejoined: "We absolutely have to have God:' That is the kind oflove
of Allah the Almighty that one must have before the manifestation of
Divine powers is likely to take place. To this end the Babaji has advised his
friends time and again, for 'religion is sincere counsel' as the Holy Prophet
W~ has put it, not to give up the remembrance (Dhikr) of Allah the
Almighty, as He Himself has told us to do it, 'standing, sitting and
reclining' (Al-Qur'an 4:104) and in all conditions, for we need nothing but
that.
Obviously Faq'r has not prospered these days. This the Babaji puts
down to: "Our journey to the goalpost is shorn of Dhikr and 'obedience'
rather embedded with ulterior aims and objects. Were it guided by Dhikr
and 'obedience' the journey would have been rewarded:' - (Maqiila No.
6189). He quotes of the religious guide to his own, Hadrat Shah Abdul
Rahim ~ (d. 1303 AH), in order to illustrate the standard of obedience
that he himself is emulating and recommending to the others too (Maqiila N a 5937).

Ifyou wish to worship Him,
Become Shah A bdulRahim!
Xlll

T he chain of command in Tasaunouf must, out of love, be heeded just
as it is in the case of known marshal ranks, or for that matter any line
management albeit through compulsion for the sake of orderliness in the
latter case. The compliance in the case of the former must be as rigorous as
'the labour of faithfulness in love is never wasted; the Babaji claims (Maqala No. 4757). The rules of discipline are strict and the shaykh's duty
roster for the murid (literally meaning willer) as based on his candid
assessment of his capabilities and ana (ego) . Therefore, if the willer means
business, he has to accept even cleaning of lavatories and orderliness of the
shoes of the clan , as are the jobs, for example, assigned to the new initiate
into the Shuttanyyah Order. Not only that the Salik must obey and respect
all the shaykhs in the chain right up to the fountainhead, the Holy Prophet
ofIslam, Muhammad W~.
The Babaji's love for the beloved of Allah the Almighty W~ is
overwhelmingly acute and has transcended all bonds ofsiblings and friends.
He has added to his birth name the beloved name Muhammad W~
and Abu Anees (the father of Anees), a patronym after his adopted daughter,
thus demonstrating his uncanny love for his path. The script on his coat of
arms reads as follows:

Qui 'ish'q Muhammad Sallallaahu 'alayhi wa Sallam Madh-habi
W<! Hubbuhu Millati W<! Ta 'atu-huManzilz!
(Say: "Devotio n to the Holy Prophet Muhammad W~ is
my Faith; love, my way oflife; and obedience, my goall)
Now 'Ish'q in the lexicon is defined as 'excessive love' accompanied
with inner pining and longing that the devotee experiences in the separation
from and wish for companionship with some one. In Tasaunouf, it amounts
to an inclination of the real devotee in full and infinitesimal details taking
care, of course, of the faith and practices of the desired. T his experience is
the privilege of human beings alone and none else as Khawaja Farid-udDeen Attar ~ (1120-1230 eE) puts it:

.;...,>;...
.;"~ . IL--~
.. ~,v,
lw'.
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...

The angels have the 'ish'q shorn of inner pining;
None except 'man' has borne along, all this longing.
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The Babaji's (as we call him lovingly) life has been a paragon of emulation of the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet of Islam ~~ throughout .
A proper documentation of the same would be an enviable treasure fur the
guidance of the Muslim Ummah now and in future. For now I leave it
rather reluctantly for furore research in order to assess his position and
authority in Sulook. A Salik, more often than not, goes through many
stages, including that of Majdhoobiyyat and finally Sulook, thu s becoming a
Majdhoob-Salik and occupying a certain rank amongst the synod of three
hundred and fifty six elects of the living Awliya. Here I am tempted and
hasten to add, regardless of any reproaches, that my Babaji has most
certainly travelled through all these journeys and enjoys a high rank,
possibly the highest, in the synod as is evident from his Makshoofiit-eManazal-e-Ehsan" - Maqalat-e-Hihmat, Volume 2, Nos. 2129, 2131 and
2180, Dar-ul-Ehsan Publications, Huddersfield, United Kingdom, 1978.
Graphically the whole process may be represented by a full circle with Ahad
('One; one of the Names of Allah the Almighty) in His Ahdiyyat (Oneness
or Unicity), the point j (alif) at the top and the Salik, Muwahhid
(confessor of un ity or monotheist), at the bottom end of the diameter, the
point ...,. (bay). T he Salik travels clockwise and ascends to the infinite
Ahdiyyat where he gets into the states of sukr (intoxication), jazb
(absorption) and many more ofthe like. He then goes on in full circle, facing
his extinction in Allah the Almighty (Fanii fil-Allah) and reaching in
descension the starting point but at the stage in Sulook where he watches the
creatures in Allah the Almighty and He in them.
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The Babaji also adds to his name the appellation of Muhajir il-Allah (an
emigrant to Allah the Almighty), having abandoned everything worldly, of
course. He has reiterated, in his own manner and style and many times over,
that 'history repeats itself. And this is enough for the seekers of truth to
understand that he has had the Divine bestowal, demonstrably Faq'r
(austerity) in all aspects and right in front of us. His pronouncements on all
issues, juridical as well as spiritual, are the meaningful commentary on the
state of affairs of the M uslim Nation today, impoverishment of scholarship,
emptiness of Tauakkul il-Allah, disregard of national honour, disloyalty to
national goals and betrayal of the weak. As an average Muslim is confused
about the values that are demonstrated by the leadership, the Babaji himself
yearns and prnys to see the oncoming of another Golden Ern of Umar II
~ (Ibn al-Aziz, d. 720 eE) and a chivalrous character like that of
Khali d bin Walid~ . We reproduce the example of Khalid bin Walid
~, his determin ation, actions and respect for the art of government in
Maqalat-e-H ikmat (The
Babaji's own words as follows
Words ofWisdom), Volume 5, Nos 4750 4754, Forthcoming, Dar-ul-Ehsan
Publications, Huddersfield (UK):
"Four hundred years ago, a young man who fought by the bank of the
R iver Yannuk said, holding in his hand the sword, and printing the
indelible words on the face of history: 'The ocean in the face of my sword is
a transitory bubble, the moun tains like a helpless straw, the river like a
trench, and no one will survive my sword:
"A voice from the unknown seconded it, 'You spoke the truth'.
"Thereafter, across the River Yannuk, the brave men thundered like
clouds, the swords glistened like lightening and the arrows fell like min.
"And Hadrat Khalid bin walid ~ reduced the power of the
Caesar of Rome to ashes. Moo shaa Allah!
"0 the Sword of Allah the Almighty! T he waves of the R iver Yannuk
pay homage to your chivalry. Allah! Allah! Allah! Moo shaa Allah!
"One day nine swords broke in action against the infidels and the voice
from the unknown said, '0 the Bravo! You were intoxicated by Tazoheed
(Oneness of God); you did not take to hean any number of people. You
roared at the disbelievers and built huge piles oftheir dead:
"The holy hair (of the Holy Prophet W--~) was alone the means
of your protection. When you jumped into the field, independent of all
ranks, Allah Allah, the field shook. T he faithfulness to the prestige of the
Muslim Nation bade peace to your determination. Those were the golden
pages from the history of the Muslim Nation, but not these ones! Yoo
Hayyu, yaa Qayyoom!
"The Wotld History could not produce even once again the Holy
Warrior like this Saifullah (The Sword of Allah the Almighty) i.e. Khalid
bin Walid ~, the commander as well as the preacher of Islam. He
fought one hun dred battles and faced defeat during none. He suffered one
XVI

thousand sword wounds and stared into the eyes of death. T he banner of
Islam fluttered high over two largest Cont inents of the World. Maa shaa
Allah!
"The Islamic administrntion and organisation appreciated your
willingness, may my sou! be sacrificed for your faithfulness, that having
received the letter of dismissal from the Caliph of the day you, the greatest
military commander of the World, bowed your neck, took off your beret in
respect and gratitude and showed feats of bravery as an ordinary soldier in
complete disregard to highness and power, rank and stage.
"I offer most humble congratulations to your chivalrous
demonstrations!"
The early history of Islam is replete with examples of valiant figures
who have displayed these traits for us to follow, thus meeting success in life
here and the Hereafier. As it seems not much heed is paid to seek lessons
from and we see the turmoil that the Muslim Nation is in these days. The
Muslim morale throughout the World is at the lowest ebb. They had the
same teaching of the Holy Prophet ofIslam ~ ~ as has been handed
down to us to follow and reap success. Contrariwise, Dr Muhammad Iqbal
~ (d. 1938 CEl, the philosopher poet of Islam, has stated in no
uncertain terms in the following Verse the file the weak and the meek has
previously been prescribed for him in his destiny albeit he has every
opportunity to change it if he has an inkling of honour and prestige for
himself and collectively for the Muslim Nation.

~;'.rj-;. I.i ..L,~

";;'~Ii:';' t
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TheJudge-Dispenser of Destiny has decreed since Eternity:
"The punishment is sudden death if one is weak and of thisproved guilty."
This malaise may be attributed to mismanagement of the affairs of the
Ummah, or inattention to the ideals ofIslam, or lack of vision of the leader
ship, or incompetent and ineffectual guidance. Whatever one may call it this
impasse has aptly been depicted in the following couplet by a Hindu
philosopher, nay a wandering minstrel, the famous Baghat Kabir, who, as
the story has it, lived next to an abattoir where the sacred cows were
slaughtered by the hour, the act ofsin in H induism, and was saddened most
at this sight:

o the ascetic!your cottage is nearIf) rhe head choppers;
Shouldyou despair when rhere is retribution dueof the doers!
xvii

The Day of Reckoning is surely to come and that is what even the above
non-Muslim believes in and we the M uslims have forgotten all about ,
Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali Muhajir il-Allah has indeed ushered
in the old traditions of Faq'r, and exemplary too. He is pointing the
directions for us to follow. They are pure and simp le practices ofIslam, no
matter if they are labelled as 'fundamentalism'. Only the following of pure
and pristine Islam makes up the recipe for Muslim honour. He embraces all
and sundry for the pleasure ofAllah the Almighty and only. We could liken
him in all respects, especially for his love for Allah the Almighty, His
beloved Messenger ~~ and H is suffering creatures, to luminaries of
the past as have been chronicled in his Shajrah-i-Tayyibah (The Holy Order)
that is reproduced here at the end. Given to this ascetic life, he, therefore,
suffers ostensibly neither happiness nor sadness over the vicissitudes of life.
One of his lineage, Hadrat Shaykh Abu Bakar Muhammad Ja'far bin Yusuf
ash-Shibli ~ (d. 334 AHl945 CE) who was absorbed in love of Allah
the Almighty demonstrably when he reproached some one whose beloved
had died thus: "0 fool, why do you love some one who can die:' However,
to ward them off their evil ways, he has allowed the rich and the poor aIike
to visit and meet him. For this relaxation we are under obligation to him no
end. Ad-Darqawi ~, cited above, is said to have put up hue and Cty
when the king of the day visited him a second time saying: "Unbeknown
the wrong I have done that this king is visiting me again!" The Babaji has
also alluded to this practice of his: "Dear sirs, my religious guide (Hadrat
Makhdoom -ul-Mul'k Shah Hakim Amir-ul-Hasan Sahara npuri ~
d.l367 AH), shaykh of the shaykhs, has advised me not to establish a link
with any rich man or ruler. Nor have I to accept from them any kind of
gifts. T his is a public highway where everybody is equal. Yaa-Hayyu, yaaQayyoom! - Maqala No. 10805, ibid"
T his is a tiny glimpse into the life of my revered sufi master, the whole
being his voluminous canonical writings for his futu re biograph er. When
the translator of his Maqalat-e-Hikmat visited him some while ago and
presented him with a copy of th e English rendering of K ashf al-Mahjub of
Al-H ujwiri, he remarked: "Maqalat-e-Hikmat is the modem K ashf alMahjub and my biography. "And this I have found to be true through thirry
years exactly on 10 October 1992 CE of my association with him and
through long drawn work of this translation, my labour of love for and in
submission to him. I have found in him a kind loving person,
knowledgeable of the spiritual and the corporeal, who has been feeding the
hungry and curing the sick all along and till today. He has his own
pharmacy-hospital and the langar (communal kitchen), all these services free
of charge. He is most of all an embodiment of the Sunnah of the Holy
Prophet ofIslam W~, a rare occurence of the time.
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I have submitted to you my lzfe capital;
For you know the accounts, short or excess, all.

So we present another Volume in English of the Maqalai-e-Hikmat for
our patrons and Babaji's devotees. The original is perfect and the rendering,
the neas approximation. Miss Sajida Ahmad, a budding Arabist and the
beloved daughter of Haji Imdad Ali Ahmad (Bristol), has checked my
English transliteration. Notwithstanding, I own up to my errors and
weakness. The Babaji has commanded me to perform this task and, I am
sure, he has prayed for perseverance for me. In the end, I only pray and
submit that many more projects of this nature on hand will come to light
with his supplications, of course.
AI-hamdu-lil-Hayy-il-Qayyoom!

Muhammad Iqbal
The University of Huddersfield
Huddersfield HDI 3DH
United Kingdom

12 Rabi al-Awwa11413 AH (9 September 1992 eE)
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Bismillaa-hir Rahmaa-nir Raheem!

In the Name of Allah the Most Beneficent
the Most Merciful

In the Name ofAllah,
Most Beneficent,
Most Merciful.
All that is on earth
Will perish:
But will abide (for ever)
The Face of thy Lord, Full of Majesty,
Bounty and Honour.

- (Al-Qur'an 55:26-27)

Every soul shall have
A taste ofdeath:
- (Al-Qur'an 3:185; 21:35)
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
I
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Everything except Your

Dhat is perishable.
.
_ (HisanHasin,pp 7/115 .:::.M \, .....IAI<J.~""" "M4~
byAbi lmama Bahia & ( ~ r -\J.>:- . ~~ J.....,.l\ ;.,.1:J'
K itab al-Amal bis-Sunnah,
U,/ume 2, p80)
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Your obedience cannot be
But with Your Command.
- (ibid)
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Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10598. THE TIME you will be wishing for tomorrow is here today;
and this is in actual fact the wish of the dead.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
Al-hamdu-lil-Hayy-il-Qayyoom!
FA/Ia-hu Khayr-ur-Raaziqeen!
WA/Ia-hu Dhu'/-Fad/'zl-'Aazeem!
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_ )0599;. THE SUPPLICATION
"'::~~I; --',~\
U~ l '- ' ; : " (0 Allah the Almighty! Grant me the ability to do good
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wherever it may be) is alone sufficient .
10600. ONLY YOUR, (the man's), arrival granted man the honour of
humanity, mankind and mortal being.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10601. NO SOONER was uttered, 'I am Your seeker and You are my
desired; the seeker became the wish of the desired and the desired, the
seeker's honour.
10602. THE FLAME came ushering the moth along.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

Fastajaba Lahum Rabbohum anm laa Udee'u 'Amala
Amilim(n) minkum min dhakarin O 'unthii B'adokum mim(n)
b'adin FAlladheena Hiijaru wa Uhhriju min diyar-i-him wa
Uoodhoo fee Sabeeli.
(Then their Lord heard their supplication that: "I do not make
ineffecrual the hard life ofthe man or woman who amongst you are
united among themselves, are set out on the Way, are thrown out of
their houses and are harrassed on My Way;')
- (Muslim, Kitab-il-'Amal Bis-Sunnah, Volume 1,
p. 1013 - reported by Ibn Abbas)

~~~~.:

10603. (" 'uVJI)
BEYADE-HIL-KHAYR
(In His hand is all Good - Al-Qur'an 3:26): Evetything is granted by Allah th e Almighty!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10604. ADOPTION OF A WILD LIFE is, of course, a tough task.
When it becomes a habit, it becomes a routine.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10605. HEARING YOUR NAME the soul recouped itself:
It was depressed, but became fresh.
It was un conscious, but became conscious.
It was insipid, but became tasteful.
The life having found a new life smiled.
This writing is not mine, but someone else's.
One night a sitting was held in a jun gle. Those present were sat in a
circle, quietly busy in remembrance of Allah the Almighty. Losing selfcontrol an astute jumped to his feet and said: " . . . "
The audience could not bear it; an ecstasy took over.
He spoke again: " Do not ever tell anyone about this state of ours:'

10606. ANarHER SAID : "The soul is befogged, fallen prey to
heedlessness. Otherwise, this essence exists inside you. You neither
pondered over nor accepted this (fact), This is why you are lost: '
Awakening the one in slumber is the gift only of the light of Maa''''Y.}'Qr
(I am with you!).
Yaa·Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10607. ANarHER SPOKE: " T here is nothing doing without your

coming:'

o the remembrancer! Your remembrance has enlivened this heart. It
never stops by anybody trying to stop it. It is so obvious that it dyes many
changing colours, one atop the other.
May Allah the Almighty help in that this 'self is never heedless in this
state; rather ever remains the fond bearer of everlasting pleasure.
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Yaa Akram a/-Akrameen! May it never rest before reaping the graces of
Your remembrance!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10608.
KNOWETH he not
That God doth see?
- (A/·Qur'an 96:14)
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Understand it well, 0 the addressee: "Allah the Almighty is with
me and Allah the Almighty is the Best Guardian:'
Yaa·Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
4
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10609. ~ \ "'-:9
addressee, understand again!
remembrance descend.
Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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UNDERSTAND, 0 the
Because of remembrance alone did

10610. SOMETIMES the state is pleasant and sometimes wearisome.
Likewise is every state.
Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10611. JUST as the days change so do the ages.
10612. TELL us, who is comfortable in this mean world? None
except the one engaged in the Dhik'r of Allah the Almighty. Moo shaa
Allah!
Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10613. SOME ARWAH (SPIRITS) fly away suddenly from the
physical body in a short time. In a moment's time the state changes (ie, life
into death). And some suffer; I beseech peace, I beseech peace!
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10614.
KNOWETH he not
That God doth see?
- (Al-Qur'an 96:14)
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He sees all that you do. Allah the Almighty is All-Present and AllSeeing. N othing is hidden from Him; the apparent and the hidden are the
same (to Him).
Ifone admits this, it would be the perfection of Your Beauty.
10615. "I-NESS" is opposed to "Your-self'.
When "l-ness' prevails, "Your-self' is missing.
When "Your-self' prevails, "l-ness" is missing.
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
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10616.
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CREATION OF MAN:

In the name ofAllah, Most
Gracious, Most Merciful
We have indeed created man
In the best of moulds.
Then do We abase him
To be the lowest
Of the low, Except such as believe
And do righteous deeds:
For they shall have
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A reward unfailing,
- (AI-Qur'an 95:4-6)
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The beginning is perfect; the end, a decline except with the Dhik'r of
Allah the Almighty. Maa shaa Allah!

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10617. REFUGE FROM (HARDSHIPS OF) OLD AGE: May no
moment at all of life be wasted, rather devoted it whole heaned1y to the
work approved ofAllah the Almighty.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
'"
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10618.
~ \ ...:ill
ALLAHUSSAMAD (God, the Eternal,
Absolute - AI-Qur'an 112:2):
Allah the Almighty is the Independent; He forgives whomsoever He
wishes.
There is no limit to Your Independence, 0 Allah the Almighty, If You
so wish, You forgive an unbeliever rendering him a true Muslim, and
change evil deed into good.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10619. NO SOONER THAN..:i.I~;;~ ',j ASTAGHRRULLAH
(0 Allah the Almighty! Forgive me) is said, He forgives.
10620. ASK any 'Ami! (practitioner) of the effect of an 14mal
(practice).
An 'A mil is never free. The light of the Amal glows continually.
6

10621. ASK any traveller of the sufferings of journey and an
emmigrant the blessings of migration.
10622. WHEN relations between the desirer and the desired are
cemented, the relation frees itself from otherness in that, having closed its
offices, it (the otherness) evaporates completely. Then no alien can integrate
or subsist between them . And Ahl-e-Tareeqat calls it at-Tazoheed (Oneness of
Godhead). However, distinction between "I" and "You" remains as it is
inherent in nature.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10623. BLAME is the diamond in a ragged cloak.
10624. COMPLETElPERFECf CONTEMPLATION:
In this state the hean, the hearing and the sight get closer together and
spread continually in all directions.
10625. THE SPEECH was incoherent; however, it proved useful to
many men ofsight.
10626. EACH MAN from every walk of life is jealous of others.
In other words the state of darkness prevails. Apparently a friend, in actual
fact he is jealous.
Until a man is free from jealousy he cannot be enlightened. And this is
the last word on this subject, a certitude of every speech.
]adh'b (absorption) is completely free from jealousy. At its very first
stage, it burn s the jealousy to extinction.
There can be only a small num ber of men completely free from
jealousy. We have not come across one so fur!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10627. ]ADH'B remains occupied in its own state having no outside
concern whatever. In Tareeqat (Islamic Mysticism), it is called absorption of
love.
]adh'b said: "I am nothing at all and I have nothing whatever:'
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10628. THE TRUTH spoke: "I run miles away from the bad smell
of lies. Because of distaste, I cannot bear to come near. Until the
inauspiciousness of lies disappears, I stand outside awaiting:'
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
7

10629. ?'!MAL (PRACTICE) spoke: "Had I been free from
backbiting I would have been a complete 'light' (to the world). Backbiting
overtook me. If I had not an iota of backbiting, I would have had an
enlightened heart. And your (the 'A mil's) speech would have
been the Almighty Allab's speech.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10630. (TO THE SERVANT):
What would you not have done were you self-willed?
10631. THE SERVANT is not bound to his will, but to Your
Intention.
10632. EVERYBODY is on with his own journey; no one stopping
short. We are doing likewise.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10633. YOU CLAIM: "Allah the Almighty resides inside you,
subsists in you:'
"There is no doubt whatever ofit. But why not then meet each other?
In fact, you are not satisfied; you are not acquainted:'
T he commentator said very well: "This is a matter between you and

He."
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10634. DO NOT ADDRESS me as my Aqa (the master). I am
nobody's master.
He W~~ and only he is our master; may my soul be sacrificed
for him.
10635. THE DWELLER of the rarefied is hidden
curtains.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

ill

beautiful

10636. FEELINGS, inclinations, and gestures of the 'self are all
outwardly and completely abhorent.
10637. FEAR ALLAH THE ALMIGHTY; indeed, keep fearing
Hitn . And fear Him as if He is watching you.
Knoweth he not
That Allah doth see?
- (Al-Qur'an 96:14)
8
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Do not perform the deeds that Allah the Almighty dislikes and perform
most diligently the one's He does like.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

In the name ofAllah,
Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
There is no soul but has
A protector over it.
- (AI-Qur'an 86:4)
10638. THERE is no stage at all beyond
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10639. ASK the strict beliver of One-ness about intoxication, or the
absorption in Ahdiyyat (One-ness of Godhead) and the helpless about
helplessness.
10640. IT was in 1326 AH during my leave at home from the anny
that my revered father, (may Allah the Almighty bless his soul), told a story
that I cannot forget even today. Not because it was an important account but
because only a few days after return from holiday to my duty, I received
from home the infunnation about his death. In other words, it was our last
meeting. He narrated: "There lived in a jungle a faqir who had nothing of
the wordly encurnbrnnces, not even the thatched hut that would protect him
against cold, heat, winds and rain , H owever, he had a book that he read all
the time and never parted with. T his book alone was the centre of all his
interests and the sole possession that he held dearer than his soul. T his book
had been given to him by his shaykh who had cautioned him about any
negligence against it. T he faqir spent a period of time in fulfilment of his
shaykh's order. H e lived day and night in open woods, slept on the bare
ground under the canopy of expansive sky. He ate fruit and vegetables from
the woods. He did not care about his ragged clothes, but he never ignored
his book. During the rainfall he sat under a dense tree with the book clasped
to his chest, stooping forward, thus saving it from getting wet. The faqir's
abode was fur away from the village, Therefore, nobody interfered in his
occupation. However, a solitary person came aIong off and on. One of the
visitors took interest in the faqir's state and often came to him and noticed
that the faqir had nothing of the usual wordly assets except a book that he
guarded zealously like a treasure. Accordingly, he thought to erect a hut in
order to do away the faqir's worry concerning the safety of the book. He
begged for permission to build a hut . The faqir grunted permission though
painfully thinking that the hut would not be for himself but for the book.
9

So the hut was built. The people nearby put up their own cottages which
gradually grew into a village. The faqir's fume increased, so did the number
of visitors.
" Consequently, catering arrangements for visitors from fur off places
were thought necessary. The kitchen attracted mice and to safeguard the
kitchen from mice a cat was brought in. The need to feed the cat with milk
led a devotee to bring along a cow. The devotees often brought fodder for
the cow from home. It also happened that nobody fetched any fodder for the
cow. Therefore the jaqir himself cut the grass for the cow. Because of these
occupations his attention to the book dwindled and it was left in the hut
covered in dust .
"The shaykh came to him in a dream one night and warned, 'You were
told to safekeep the book, but you are engrossed in the cow's fodder!' His
eyes opened all of a sudden. His shaykh's voice rang in his ears. Each ofhis
words hammered at his brain. His limbs began to shudder. Tears filled his
eyes. The feelings of shame made him sweat. He recollected himself. The
mist of heedlessness evaporated and the time to decide came near on hand.
He stood up briskly, untied the knot round the cow's neck thus setting her
free; trampled over the hut and saw the whole ofit destroyed there and then,
took the book off the shelf, put it under his arm and took himself to the
woods. A traveller, lost on the way for some time, trod once again on his
stage of the journey:'

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10641. WHENEVER an alien thought enters your hean, you should
recite the following most accepted and soul-inspiring words:
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Allah-u Alliih-u Rabbi La Ushriku behi shay'an!
(Allah, and Only Allah, is my Lord. There is no partner unto Him!)
Nobody has any power to do anything whatsoever except with Your
command.
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Bismillii-hir Rahmii-nir Raheem. Alhamdulillah-hilladhee tasoada'
Kulla shay' in-lay- 'azmatehee; WAlhamdulilliih-hilladhee Dhalla
Kullo shay'in 'l izzatehhee; WAlhamdulilliih-hilladhee Khada' Kullo
shay'in'l-lay-milkehee; WAlhamdulilliih-hilladhee lstaslama Kulla
shay 'in 'l-lay-qudrateheel
(In the name of Allah, Most Beneficent, Most Merciful. All praise
be to Allah the Almighty to Whom everything is made subservient
before His greatness. And praise be to Allah the Almighty before
Whose love everything is abased. And all praise be to Allah the
Almighty before Whose strength everything surrenders.)
- (Kunz ai-A 'mal/Kitab al-Amal BisSunnah; lfJlume 4, p. 93)
Hadrat Ibn Umar ~ has reponed the Holy Prophet W~ as
saying: "The man who says Alhamdulillah-hilladhee. . . . shay'in'l-layqudratehee and by virtue of this asks for that what He has (ie. mercy and
forgiveness), Allah the Almighty elevates him by one thousand stages and
appoints until the Doomsday seventy thousand angels asking for his

forgiveness?'
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyooml
10642. ONCE MORE, may nothing ever interfere in your absorption .
10643. THIS is gross and that is fine. The physical body is gross and
the spirit, fine.

Alliih-u Alliih-u Rabbi Lii Ushriku behishay'an!
Alliih-u Alliih-u Rabbi Lii Ushriku behishay'an!
(Allah, and Only Allah, is my Lord; there IS no partner
unto Him!
Allah, and Only Allah, is my Lord; there is no partner
unto him!)
Whoever admitted this became reconciled to himself
Saying is the sum total of words and words alone; easy to say .. ..
Practice is, however, most difficult; it does take place, most definitely so,
but only rarely.
It has not been witnessed as yet!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10644. ASK any dead of the state in the grave.
The servant cannot bear it.
And everybody is to die one day thus leaving the world behind.
the dead! What happened to the world that it did not rescue you in
the Hereafter?
And the Hereafter is earned only during the life here in this World!
Life is only a moment long; do not waste it.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

o

10645. IN no-man's-land and without any property, live like one (ie. a

faqir) whom Allah the Almighty favours.
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10646. CHANGE of task freshens the mind.
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Bismilla-hir Rahmii-nir Raheem! Allah-humma inni As'aluKa
beismeKa at-Tahir at-Tayyib-il-Mubiirak-il-AOObbe llayka alLadhee idhii Du'eeta behee Ajabta wa idhii Su'ilta behee A'atayta
wa idha as-Turhimta behee Rahimta Wa idhii as-Tujrijta behee
Farrajta! Marratan!
(In the Name ofAllah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. 0 Allah the
Almighty! Indeed I request You in Your Name, the Pure, the
Sacred, the Blessed, the Most honoured of all, the One to beseech
and thus be accepted by. I used to calion You thus to be forgiven,
invoked you for Your blessings thus to be given grace and requested
you for abundance to be granted) - once.
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Bismillaa-hir R ahm a-nir Raheem. Allah-humma inni Ad'ooKa
Allah wa Ad'ooKa ar- Rahmana wa Ad'ooKa'I-Barr ar-Raheema
wa Ad'ooKa be-Asma'iKa al-Husna K ulleha ma 'AlimUJ minha wa
miilam 'Aalam an taghfirlee wa tarhamni! Marratan!
(In the Name ofAllah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. 0 Allah the
Almighty! I call upon You in the Names of Allah, R ahm an
(The Compassionate), al-Barr-ar-Raheem (the Most Merciful of
the merciful) and by all Asma-al-Husna (the beautiful Names), that
I know and even do not know, that You may forgive me and bestow
mercy on me.) - once.
Umm al-Momeneen Hadrat 'Ayesha Siddiquah ~ has reponed
that she heard the H oly Prophet W'~ reciting: ''Allah-humma . . .. wa
tarhamnee!" She added: "One day the Ho ly Prophet W'
~ said to me;
'Do you know that I have been told by Allah the Almighty the Name by
which supplication is met?' I beseeched him, 'May my parents love you!
Please tell me that Name!' The Holy Prophet a').'4 said, 'It is not for you
to be taught. No r is it for you to ask in the Name anything worldly: " Hadrat
'Ayesha ~ reports: " I got up, did my toudic (ablution), and then
said two Raka'at (units of voluntary) prayer. Then I made supplicat ion
(dua J thus: 'Allah-humma ... .wa tarhamnee" Hearing this the Holy
Prophet a').'~ smiled and said, 'The Name is there amongst the Names
with which you have made supplication: "
- (Sunan Ibn Maja/Kitab al-'Amal B is-Sunnah, U,lume 4, pp. 55-56)

10647. BECAU SE of 'grief and 'sorrow; status of the affiieted is
raised, thus cleansing the din. And this is all from Allah the Almighty.
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Bismilla-hir Rahma-nir Raheem! Allah-huuma inni 'A 'oobeKa
min ai-Hamme wa al-Huzn! Yaa-Hayyu, Yaa-Qa)YOOm!
(In the Name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! I seek Your refuge from 'grief and 'sorrow'! 0 the
Living, 0 the Lasting!)

10648. YOU alone are the Creator of every voice spoken in the
Universe, and You listen to evety voice.
10649. WHEN the spirit is purified, it musters the capability and
fondness also, to meet the other spirits. However, that spirit (impure) and
only is ashamed of its helplessness.
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only is ashamed of its helplessness.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10650. EXCEPT at Your Command no limb of the physical body
can come into motion .
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Laa Hawla Wa Laa Quwwata ilia billahe Wa Laa Manja'a min
Allah-e illa Alayhi! Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
(There is no power, (to do good or shun evil), except with Allah the
Almighty, and there is no escape (refuge) from Allah except in
Him. 0 the Living, 0 the Lasting!)
10651. EXTINGrION of the physical body alone is the real
extinction.
All stages are subject to (the practice of) do's and don'ts.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10652. HE is seeing, listening and acting.
What else do you need?
Is this not enough?

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10653.

ALIF! LAM! MEEM!
Allah! There is no god.
But He, - the Living,
The self-Subsisting, Eternal.

- (AI-Qur'an 3:1-2)
There is no extinction to ...:j- Hayyee (the Living)!
There is no decline to ~-, .~:. Qayyoom (the Eternal)!
~ ~1j-~ Yaa-Hayyu, jiaa-Qayyoom! (0 the Living, 0 the Lasting)!

I'

10654. NATURE never changes.
The Divine Wisdom is superior to Nature.
10655. ;~. :: SHAY'AN (SOMETHING) includes everything,
and the Powerful is overwhelming to everything - He is All-Powerful.
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10656. IN TAREEQAT (Islamic Mysticism) the Shaykh stands
witness to, (one's sincere belief), in Kalimah Tayyibah:
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Laa ilaha ill-Allah-u Muhammad-ur Rasool Allah (Sall-Allah-u

'Alayhi Wasallam)!
(There is no god but God and Muhammad Ml~ is H is
Messenger!)
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10657. TRANSLATION into any language can never be rendered
(exactly).
10658. THIS servant (the author) is responsible for his own writing.
10659. I HAVE NO PARTNER, yet everybody is becoming one.
10660. T HERE is neither happiness nor worry; they both are the
same (to me).
10661. T HE 'STATE' is (reflective of) speech!
Recognise the speech!
This is the excellence of speech!
And only the knowledgeable can recognise someone.
Ponder over the creation if you must testify!
10662. WE will die many times over should we see the state of those
in graves.
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Allah-humma inni 'A'oozobeKa min 'Azab-il-Qabre wa fitnat-ilQabre! Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
(0 Allah the Almighty! I seek Your Refuge from the torture and
evil ofthe grave. 0 the Living, 0 the Lasting!)
10663. CREATING, bringing up and steering on the right way,
extricating the soul, recreating and forgiving are all safe in hands of Your
Power.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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BISMILLA -HIR Rahma-nir Raheem! Allah-humma inniAs'aluKa
bewajheKa al-Karime wa Amrika al-'Aazeeme an-Tojeeranee min
an-Nari wa al-Kuf're wa al-Faq'r!
(In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. 0 Allah the
Almighty! Indeed I beseech You for the sake of Your Exalted face
(Dhat) and High Command that You will safeguard me against
fire, huj'r (infidelity) and Faq'r (indigence)!
- (Wailmi has related this on the authority of Hadrat Abu
Bakar~)

- (Kunz al-Amal/Kitab al-'Amal Bis-Sunnah, MJlume 4, p. 93)
The Noor (Light) of Your Sacred Dhiu is reflected in every leaf and
grain and this (acknowledgement) alone is the manifestation of the true
Muslim's Faith.

o the Light!
In the heavens and on earth,
And all between them,
And all beneath the soil.
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As long as the Beauty of Your Noor (Light) is reflected, then nothing
else matters.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

Bismilla-hi,.Rahma-nir
Raheem! !4abozo BewajhiKa al- Karime lffi
BeismiKa al-Karime min alKuf're wa al-Faq'r!
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(In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful! I seek in Your
Exalted Face (Dhat,) and Your exalted Name for freedom from infidelity
and destitution!)
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Hadrat Abd-ur-Rahman bin Abi Bakar ~ narrates the Holy
Prophet W'~ as reciting: l'Ja\J=> BewajiKa . . . . wa al-Faq'r!"
- (It has been related by Tabrani)
- (Majma'al Zawaid wa Munba' al-Fawai'dIKirab al-A mal BisSunnah; Volume 4, p.92)
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Bismillii-hir Rahmii-nir Raheem! Allah-humma inni :4a'oozo Be
wajhIKa 'I-Kan'me Wii IsmeKa al-'Aazeeme min al-Kufre wa alFaq 'r!
(In the Name ofAllah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! I rely on Your Exalted Face (Dhiu) and Your
Exalted Name for freedom from infidelity and destitution!)
Hadrat Abdur-Rahman bin Abu Bakar ~ narrates the Holy
Prophet A:'~ as saying : "Allah-humma inni .. . . wii al-Faq'r!"
- (Tabrani has related thi s in Kabir)

- (Kunz al-Aamal/Kitab al-'Amal B is-Sunnah, Volume 4, p. 92)
10665. ONE DAY I was going to pick fallen twi gs from the stores
when the attendant spoke: "Leave them. Do not pick!"
On another day, I was going to cut for the hut with sickle the reed
(Saccharum bengalense} in the woods when I was stopped: "Do not cut!"
Yet another day, I was going to pullout a small Tahli tree (Delbergia
sisso) when he said: "Who are you? Do not pull it down!"
This was my life; maa shaaAllah!
This is never to be forgotten.
At another occasion at noon time one day the late attendant of Dar-ulEhsan (ie. the author's wife) went to a shop to buy sherbet for three annas.
The shopkeeper poured she rbe t into the glass. When she was about to leave,
the shopkeeper said : "No, madam; no shopping on tick: ' And he returned
the sherbet to the decanter. Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom! Yaa-Dhul-

Jaliil-e-Wal-Ikriim!
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Bismilla-hir
Rahmii-nir
Raheem!
Allah-humma
inni
ASUlghfiruKa Li Dhan ('m)bi mz AstaluieKa Li Marashede Amri
Wa Aroobo IlayKa Fatub J4.liyya InnaKa anta Rabbt: Allahhumma Faj'al Raghbiui IlayKa Waj'alghinaya Fee Sadri mz
Barikli Fee Maa Razaqtani Wa Taqabbal minni InnaKa anta
Rabbi!
(In the Name ofAllah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! I seek Your forgiveness ofmy sins and Your guidance for
righteousness in my deeds, and I repent in Your Presence. So,
please accept my repentence. Indeed, You alone are the Sustainer.
o Allah the Almighty! Guide my thoughts to Yourself and repose
contentment in my breast and grant blessing to what You have
given me, and grant this supplication! Indeed, You alone are my
Sustained)
- (Ibn Abi Sheeba has related this on the authority of Hadrat
Umar Farooque~)
- (al-Hisan al-Hasin, p. 491/KiUlb al-Amal Bis-Sunnah;
Volume 4, p. 112)
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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Bismilla -hir Rahma-nir Raheem! Allah-huuma inni As'aluKa
Khayra al-Massalati lffi Khayr ad-Du'iii~ lffi Khayr an-Najiihi
Wa Khayr al-71.mali lffi Khayr as-Thawiibi lffi Khayr al-Hayiiti
Wa Khayr al-Mamiiti Wa Thabbitni lffi Thaqqil MawiizReni wa
Haqqiq Eemani lffir Fa' Darajati lffi Taqabbal Saliiti _Waghfir
Khati'ati lffi As'aluKa ad-Daraj(Il-il-'Ula Min al-fannati! Ameen!

(In the Name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! I request from my urgent need, supplication, success,
'Amal (Practice), reward, life and death. Keep me steadfast and
render the pan (of the scales) heavy with good deeds; grant me
sincere belief, exalt my status, accept my prayer, and forgive my
sins. I beseech You for the high stages in Heaven! Amen!)
Allah-humma
znm As'aluKa
Fa-Wiitihal Khayre
Wa
Khawiitimahu Wii ]awiimi'ahu Wa Awwal'ahu Wa Zahirarhu
Wa Bdtinahu Wad-Darajiit-il- 'Ulii Min al-fannati! Ameen!
(0 Allah the Almighty! I ask You for the beginnings of goodness
and also its climax and good in all, (in here and Hereafter), and also
in its beginning, outward and inward, and the exalted stages in
Heaven! Amen!)
Allah-huuma inni As'aluKa Khayra Mii 'A ti lffi khayra
MiiAf'alu Wa Khayra Mii 'Amalu Wa Khayra Mii Batana Wa
Khayra Mii Zahara Wad Darajat-il-Ula min al-fannatil Ameen!
(0 Allah the Almighty! I seek of You blessing in what I bring, do
and practise and in what is hidden and what is apparent and
exalted stages in Heaven! Amen !)
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Allah-humma inni As'aluKa An-Tarfa'a Dhik'ri wa Tada'a Wizri
Wa- Tuslih« Amri Wa Turahirra Qalbi Wa Tuhassina Farji
wa Tunawwira Li Qalbi Wa Taghfirali Dhan('m)bi Wa As'aluKa
ad-Darajat- il·'Ula min al-fannati! Ameen!
(0 Allah the Almighty! I beseech You to exalt my Dhik'r, to take off
my worries, to son out my jobs, to purify my heart, to safeguard
my sex organ, to enlighten my heart, to forgive my sins and I
request for exalted stages in Heaven! Amen!)

Allah-humma inni As'aluKa an-Tubarilcaii Fee Nafsi; Wa Fee
Sam\ Wa Fee Basari, Wa Fee Riihi, Wa Fee Khalq~ Wa Fee
Khuluq~ Wa Fee Ahli Wa Fee Mahyaya, Wa Fee Mamal~ wa Fee
Amali, wa Taqabbal Hasaniui, Wa As'aluKa ad-Darajat-il'Ula min al-fannati!Ameen!
(0 Allah the Almighty! I beseech You to grant me blessing
soul, in my ear (hearing), in my eyes (sight), in my spirit,
body, in my moral behaviour, in my followers, in my life,
death, in my 'amal (practice), and accept my good deeds;
request You for high stages in Heaven! Amen!)

in my
in my
in my
and I

Hadrat Umme Salma (may Allah the Almighty be pleased with her)
narrates the Holy Prophet W'~ as saying: "These are the formulas by
virtue of which the Holy Prophet W'~ used to beseech his Lord,
'Allah-humma . . . . al-fannatil'"
- (This Hadith bears authentic proofs.)
- (Al-Mustadnk-lil-Hakim/Kirab-al-'Amal
pp.95-97)
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Bis-Sunnah,
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10666. THE HELMET, the shield, and the fort (for a faqir or a
Dhakir) are (so to say symbols of) ar-Rahmiin (Most Gracious), al-B arr
(Most Merciful) and ar-Raheem (Most Beneficent) respectively.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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A llah-hummaghfirli Khataya Wa Dhunoobi Kullaha. AlIahhumman 'Ashni Wa Ahyinee Wajburni Warzuqni Wahdeni Lisalihil'AmQli Wal-Akhlaqi Innahu Laa Yahdee Li-Saliha Wa laa yasrifu
sayyia ha ilia anta!
(0 Allah the Almighty! Forgive me my mistakesand all my sins. 0
Allah the Almighty! Exalt me in my status and grant me (long) life,
put my affairs right and give me my sustenance, and show me my
path to good deeds and good moral conduct. Indeed! Nobo dy
except You can guide to good deeds and stop from evil deeds.)

Hadrat Abu Ayyub ~ narrates that he heard the Holy Prophe t
~~ reciting this dua ':"A llah-hummaghfi rli ... . ilia anta!"

- (AI-Hisan al-H asin/Kitab al-'Amal Bis-Sunnah,
p.105)

Volume 2,

10667. UNLIKE prayers and recitation of the Holy Qur'an
continuo us Dhik'r is an exception to the obligation of wudu (ablution).
Yaa-Hayyu, y aa-Qayyoom!

10668. THE FIRST, the Last, the Apparent and the H idden is
undoubtedly One and the same.
2\

Whoever is the Apparent is also the Hidden.
Seeing the Apparent alone makes firm the vision of the Hidden.
He is the First; He is the Last!
Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10669. AN IMPORTANT PART of the stage of Tareeqar al-Anab,
(mystical vinues accrued as a result of return in penitence), is the
cognizance of Yaa-Badooh (0 the Primordial) and an important character,
that is an eternal abnegation.
This can neither be admitted nor denied, ilia moo shaa Allah
(except as it pleases Allah the Almighty).
10670. THERE are three levels (of the audience with the Beautiful);
occasional, several times during the day, and as desired.
10671. SOME STAGES are bestowed upon the rajas only, egothe one
of the Raja of Balkh.
The commoners could not bear these and (therefore) gave back word.
Likewise are the other stages.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10672. WHAT spirit compelled Hadrar Ibrahim Adham, may
Allah the Almighty sanctify his secrets, to abdicate the succession of a
kingdom of folly princes to the state of Balkh? He gave up ruling and took
to indigence and always said: "This merchandise (of faq'r) came by so
cheap."
No account of the vicissitudes of time could divert his attention to
itself.
He became an heir to such like guidance (as found nowhere) till the
Day of Resurrection.
This has been and is the reality of an eternal life.
The world dies and is dying continually, the character never dies. It
lives for ever and gives the message of (its eternal) life.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10673. THE JAMA;.IT (GROUP) is the source of graces and
blessings. Maa shoo Allah!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10674. IMAGINATION depicted the complete picture of the artist.
If not perfection, what else is it!
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10675.
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PARSING:

Al-Qadru, to estimate/to assess - Verb

Qadara, he estimatedJhe assessed - Past Tense

Yaqdiro; he estimates/will estimate
he assesses/will assess - Present/
Future Tense

Qadran, to estimate/assess - Verb
Qiidirnn, the estimatorlthe assessor/the Powerful Subjective Noun
li"-I --:., . . .
,)~..u..

Maqdurun, the estimated / assessed / subject to the
Powerful - Objective Noun

-'"

.P..

-' ~ Qudira, the estimated - Transitive Verb
J

-:....-t

,)~ Yuqdiro; to be estimated - Present (Intransitive Verb)

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10676. THE FOLLOWING SEVEN ARE SUFFICIENT:
Ji' ~
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1. And God has power over all things (Al-Qur'an 1:109).
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2. For God has power over all things.
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3. There is no god but Allah, the One and Only, Who has no
partner and is Master of everything, all praise be to Him.
And God has power over all things.

oJ./.-:!- ,.......;~~~~~Wl
4. Verily, over all things, You have power (Al-Qur'an 3:26).

0;';' "',.-----~!J. ~ ~ ~L (~j
5. Indeed, over all things, You have power.
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o ~ ~"9 ~ ~--..:fi, , ~ ;l.J
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6. Verily, You have power over all things.

o$::.:' ''L: ''J. :f ~ -.:1 1) (')
7. And God has power over all things.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

Al-hamdu-lil-Hayy-il-Qayyooml
FAlla-hu-Khayr-ur-Raaziqeen!
WAlla-hu Dhu al-Fadal-il-Aazeem'

-

-

10677. HEARING the N ame of the M ost Powerful, he was stunned.
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Allah-humma Yaa ;.Jzizo Ta'azzarta bil-Tzziite Wal-'/zzaw Fee
'Izzati '/zzareKa Yaa-l4ziz!
(0 Allah the Almighty, 0 the Dear! Exalt me with honour. And, 0
the Dear, Grant me honour through your generosity)

Indeed, You are the Powerful, the Most Powerful.

a ~ ~\ .:s;'::j\-::::::..., ~; ~ I-.r.::

--- - ---- ;l\ ::, ~
Subhan al-'Asis-in-Naseere Wa Subhan al-Qawiyyil- 'Aziz!
.. -

?'

(Glorified be, 0 the Dear, the Victorious! Glorified be, 0 the Dear,
the All Powerful.)
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10678. THERE is everything outside, but only One inside. The One
and Only taught everything to everybody.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10679. HE made me understand most comprehensively, and I
understood very well. He did the utmost in teaching.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa -Qayyoom!
10680. ONCE INCLINED to become disenchanted, (with the
World), neither inclination nor disaffection had any efficacy.
10681.
L.< J~ SUBHANALLAH (Glorified be Allah the
Almighty)! How is the corpse-eating vulture eating deliciously the corpse
just as nightangale en joys sitting in the company of the flower!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa -Qayyoom!

.J.!
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10682. THE HUMAN BEING, as embodied physically, is a puppet
in the eye of the Universe and a means to every being.
Seeing is but seeing the human-being.
Having made (him) in His image, He broke the limits of an.
10683. W~\ ~-'t~:,;Ji THE ASCENSION of the utmost height!

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!

10684. FREEDOM to have audience is the highest perfection.

Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10685. DO NOT TALK outside about the inside.

Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10686. ALL these works are for You to perform and befitting to You
only. May You do them!
No servant has any power to do anything whatever.
May no affair of the mean World interfere in any absorption!
This (act) is responsible for eternal peace. Moo shaa Allah! Thanks!
Thank you, the adviser, for your attention.

Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10687. ANY bad deed whatever, committed by whosoever, becomes
the means of 'evil of the grave'.
, / ' / -, /
J , /
Pleading with the words ~J\~,.ul t;..:.;- (For us Allah the
Almighty sufficeth and He is the Best Dispenser of Affairs Al-Qurlm 3:173) is the guaranteed mitigation and hence forgiveness.

>' /
\

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
In the N arne of Allah,
Most Gracious, Most Merciful!
Behold! In the creation
Of the heavens and the earth
And the alteration
OfNight and Day, There are indeed Signs
For men of understanding, Men who celebrate
The praises of God,
Standing, sitting,
And lying down on their sides,
And contemplate
25

The (wonders of) creation
In the heavens and the earth,
(With the thought):
"Our Lotd! not for naught
Has Thou created (all) this!
Glory to Thee! Give us
Salvation from the Penalry
Of the Fire.

- (A I-Qur'an 3:190-191)
10688. MANIFESTAT IONS of unnatural circumstances could not
take place but with ~ V~ \ ~:;:; ~ th e power of Allah the Almighty,
and.\ll~~!;)'.'i.ilJ\~C; ,{S it pleases Allah the Alm ighty ! T here is no
power to do anythin g whatever except with Allah th e Almighty.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10689. MAY these (circumstances) be committed to 'good' and fur
from 'evil'.
~ Ib ,-t.
~~ ~ I -; -'g111

'5--f-"'-:

Allah-hummablfeeni lil-Khayre Haitho Kana!
(0 Allab the Almighty! Make me capable of doing good wherever
it may be!)

10690. VOYAGE TO T HE PHYS ICAL BODY:
Extracts from Kitab al-'Amal Bis-Sunnah Volume 1:
~
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Allah-hummaj'al nooran fee 'Asabi rfil nooran fee Lahmi rfil nooran
fee Dami Wa nooran fee 'Izami!
(0 Allah the Almighty! Fill with light that which is carried by my
two feet, and my bones, and my flesh and my muscles!)

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10691. THE POOR have no means, and the rich, no peace of mind.
They cry for wealth and wealth only and die collecting wealth. And wealth
belongs to no one. It was a test by Allah the Almighty. They did not come
up to it, hence fell flat!

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10692. T HE EYE is desirous of an audience with A$'~; if it
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succeeds in its search it becomes a witness.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10693. THE SERVICES rendered only for the sake of Allah the
Almighty are most worthy, eternally alive even after death.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10694. THE EAR, intoxicated of the chasm of Eternal Voice; the
nose, an alert guardian of the breath of life; the absorption of the 'self, the
most intense; and the body, in prostration by the fore-head; were the
milestones of the constitution of our life.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10695. T HE EYE, absorbed in the sight of 'beauty'; the ear,
symbolic of ~ 9~ ;;:s:;.~di (Am I not your Rabb? He said, 'Yes'!); the
nose, the passage of breath; the tongue completely dumb; and body,
the skeleton of flesh, blood and bones: Only their proper use helps open the
inner doors; they cannot open by any other means.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10696. THERE are myriads of Makshoofal (manifestations); seven of
them are as follows:
1. .)....;.;.J \~ Kashf al-Qaboor
Knowledge of the Dead
2. -'-' ~ \ ~ Kashf as-Sadoor
J

/\

Knowledge of the Heart

3. ~.)y\-..:......::.s Kashf al-Wareed

Knowledge of Medicine

..,;;..::::;..JI-.._: ..:5 Kashf al-Hadeed

Knowledge of Iron

4.

5. •\ ~.,.:'S \~ Kashf al-Ihya

Knowledge of Modernism

..:s Kashf ar-Ruh

Knowledge of the Spirit

.\I~ Kashf at-Tam

Knowledge of Eternity

6. t~k..:
7.

f\ -::

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10697. KASHF AL-QABOOR (Knowledge of the Dead): What is
~ ~ \except with the Grace of Allah the
recreated in the graves!
Almighty!
'. Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

J1 \
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10698. ALLAH THE ALMIGHTY taking pity, amounts to
gratification ofthe utmost to the servant.
And a visit to the lowly (by the Holy Prophet $4) is a blessing of
the utmost.
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10699_ THIS is 'command' and this is 'forbidden'.
This is 'Halal' and this is 'Hariim;
Follow on!
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10700. SINNING is my habit and forgiving Yours.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10701. SEEING the servant, the Almighty Allah's recollection came
to mind. What had been done and accomplished were made visible by the
'sight'.

Huwaf Aunoalu Waf-Akhirn Waz-Ziihirn Waf-Biilinu W!z Huua
'alaa Kulli shay'an Qadeer!
(He is the First and the Last, the Apparent and the Hidden. And
He has the power to do all things!)
10702. VERBAL NOUN:
~ ~ .;:~i at-Tasoheed

-

Past Tense:

:l -;..~ - Wahhada

Present Tense: ~~ - Yu-Wahhidu
Verb:
Subject:

Object:

\ ~ ~ ?"~ - Tazoheedan
Ii' oM ..... ..J
~~

jf' --::: .....

- Muuahhidun

.,.I

:..1,...>",""" -

(to regard it singular)
(he regarded it singular)
(he regards/will regard it
singular)
(to regard singular)
(one who regards it
singular ie. the believer of
Tawheed)

Muuahhadun (regarded as singular)
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Past Perfect:

~.:; - Wuhhida
.» --;. ....,J

Past Imperfect: J...>.~ - Yu-Wahhadu

Verb
(Imperative):
Verb
Negative:

~::; - Wahhid

(he was regarded as
singular)
(he is/will be regarded as
singular)
(regard it as one or accept
it singular)

s...;.: ~ 3 - Laa Tuwahhid (do not regard it as one or
~ :r'

do not accept it singular)

10703. WELCOMING the descended 'state' with a smile amounts to

Tazoheed.
And '~ ;.:,; Muwahhid is he who never objects at the Power of Allah
the Almighty; rather he smiles regarding it as the D ivine Wisdom.
Whoever is reconciled to it is a Muwahhid.

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10704. ONCE these were the most liked dresses; but they are worn
out to rags and now to pieces. At long last they began to tell their story
having reached the rubbish tip.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10705. THE ESSENCE ofthe holy texts is the prayer; may it ever be
established to your benefit . May intoxication prevail in the body of your
prayer! And this will be your prayer, the real one.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10706. WHETHER OR Nor 'state' prevails, may the fondness of
'practice' beat! This alone is the respect owed to the 'state' and this alone is
the perfection of 'state'.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10707. I HAVE Nor VISITED anybody's house.
everybody has been to mine.

However,

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10708. "WHY DON'T you speak out, then?"
"We are no more able to speak; nay, we have been rendered dumb:'
The Ahl-e-Iareeqat (those engaged in Islamic Mysticism) call it the
Almighty Allah's bestowal, the unique one.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10709. EVERY POWER belongs to You and is granted by You.
As to the Power of Haider, Ali al-Murtada ~, history admits it.
He ate the barley bread, but smashed the gatesof Khayber.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10710. WHEN the height of almsgiving reached its climax, even the
sons were given away in charity.
The Ahl-e-Kar'm (The Bountiful) call this alone Khayrat (the charity).

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10711. FILLING the bowl with the Almighty Allah's bounty is the
never changing habit of the Ahl-e-Kar'm.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10712. PLEASE shower us with the kindness of bounty!
Please shower us with the alms of bounty!
Please shower us with the honour of bounty!
10713. A WHOLE LIFE was spent in building up and pulling down
the hut. Notwithstanding, the hut remained much the same10714. I HAVE NEVER SAID a thing to anyone at all. In all
circumstances I have borne patience on to myself
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10715. WHEN the audience is there for all and sundry, we will
openly enjoy it to the full.
10716. DECENSION is a bestowal, through and through, which is
not dependent upon an effort-to-fetch it.
10717. ONLY THE ASTUTE saw evidence of the central
organisation ofthe Universe by singing hymns, crying aloud, lighting a fire,
all in front of the rich and poor alike.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10718. THE 'STAGES' CHANGE: Sometimes it appenains to

'...:.:;JI ~ Allah-hussamad (Allah the Almighty, the Eternal, Absolute),

sometimes to ::;..;.~ Ii: Yaa-Azizo (0 the Exalted!) and sometimes to
~ I: Yaa-Badooh (0 the Great Artistl), Each one is in consonance with
the corresponding 'stage'. Likewise, the 'states' all are most excellent, one
superior to the other. They amount to 'independence, 'highness' and

t:.,;
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'austerity' (each corresponding to the one of the above 'stages').

Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10719. T HE FAMILY may prosper, or break, or disappear, may Your
recollection never cease.

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyooml
10720.

~~
I~~i
\ -P. ..SII·.r:' ~
. --- : t l v' ~
.
•
.
>

SUBHAN al-Aziz ,7-Kabi(al-Akba;-ul-Akbar!
(Glorified be the Most High, the Great of the greatestl)
10721. HAVING SEEN YOU, I saw everything!

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10722. THE VEIL is the honour ofbeauty!

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10723. WHEN the mother of brains (nose) smelt the bud of the

Garden of Iram it said: "Maa shaa Allah! Beauty is never hidden, rather ever
smells sweet:'

10724. T HIS is only the beginning!
Walk along, and watch on!

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10725. EVE RYBODY SAID: " Whoever, and whenever he saw, saw
(Him) hidden inside the beautiful folds.
You are in Nasut!
You are in Maliikut!
You are in Jabiirut!
And even in L ahut, You alone were seen!

mz Moo Alayna ill-al-Baliigh!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10726. WHAT have we saved?
Wealth?
Read and find out the wailing of wealth in Sura Al-Humaza (The
Chapter - The Scandal-monger)!

Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10727. ~ KULLEE (literally meaning the whole of mankind)
is inclusive of everything.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10728. WHEN intoxication prevailed upon mind and body, he went
drunk and intoxicated; hence free from everything else.
A lastu Berabbikum? (Am I not your Rabb?
When he (said) ;S;;'.-::
- (AI-Qur'an 7:172), they remembered the promise thus: ~ I~~ Qaloo

·1r

Bala (they said, 'Yes!' - A I-Qur'an 7:172).
Yaa-HaY.Y'~ yaa-Qayyoom!

-

10729. ONLY the Ahl-e-Khumar (the intoxicated) confessed
~ 9~ Qiiloo Bala and they remained fixed for ever at this 'state'.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10730. NEITHER taste nor fondness lessened.
The Ahl-e-Dhauque (the men of taste) call it 'perseverence'.
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10731. ! i[,S"i~~~\\:.~ YAA Dhal-Jaliil-i-Wal-Ik riim (0 the
Majestic, 0 the Gracious!)
Ask for anything, it will be granted.
Everything is granted by You.
Ask for (anything), it will be granted.
If You must, please . . .. !
Why do you worry? Why are you shy?
I have asked of You for 'You'. There will then never remain any need to
ask of anyone else!
Hag! Hag! Hag!
Hoo! Hoo!Hoof
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10732. THE intoxicated of grace is in other words Karim (the Gracious).
Subhan al-Azis ai-Karim! (Glorified be
the Exalted, the Gracious!)

;";'~\~v;J\r,~

10733. THE REAL SUBJECT: ~-' ~

Gt::.; ~); kI

\\)~ 1 1 ~~)l. ~~1 ~~
Alliih Tabiirak wa Ta'iilii l4zzo Wa
Jail Dhul-Jaliil-i·Wal-Ikriim!
(Allah, the Blessed and Exalted, the
High and Excellent, the Majestic
and Gracious!)
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The Object:

The whole ofthe Universe

The Verb:

Creation ofthe Universe

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10734. THE SUBJECT:

,..., . . .

.>~

The witness (the one who is
present, evident and testifies)

(Mash-hud)
The Verb:

- \- ~

U.:l~

The evidence (to be present, to
testify and to witness)

(Shahadat)
The Object: ,

_

-LAL:..

The evident (the one who is
witnessed, or is testified)

(Shahid)
Allah the Almighty is the Witness to the entire Universe; All-Present,
All-Seeing and Omniscient.
The entire Universe is the witness and testifier to the Existence ofAllah
the Almighty.

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10735. TIME is puncrual to the time tableand the time table to the time.
He is the administrator (ie. time tabler) whose time is never out of step.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10736. YOUR NAME, of which I cannot be the bearer, is the one,
that once manifested, helps all locks open. And I do not know that (name).
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10737. A WAVERING BUD of the Garden of Iram flowered and
smiled.
The worshipper prostrated himself having seen the Worshipped thus
performing the Salin (prayer). And Saliu (prayer) is often the victim of
whispers.
10738. THE BEGINNING is occupied in buildin g up and the end,
in administering it.
And this is the ultimate of the an of architecture.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10739. FIK'R (CONTEMPLATION) is never alone; rather it is
accompanied by Dhik'r (remembrance).
Fik'r is the solution of every query.
Dhik'r is the means of every intention.
YfUI-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10740. WHEN the hean establishes itself at its stage, the movements
and actions manifested are subservient to the heart thus becoming righteous
and hence witness to and evidence of the right path.
Wa mfUl~!aynaa ill-<l!-Ba!agh!
t'
-~ L::.'
YfUI-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
•
- _
'J

5L.J \-:s \I: '

10741. KARAM (GRACE) is the sea which, after watering the whole
of the Universe, still remains unspent, unaltered.
There are found pearls and diamonds in the bottom of the sea which
only the divers have collected.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10742. FAD'L (BOUNTY):

b4.,~~~ ----:~..;~;~~/~~~~\;'&\l\
AJiah-hummah Ihdinee min 'ind,Ka l¥ll Afid ~laY.YG min FadlzKa!
(0 Allah the Almighty! Guide me (on the right path leading
towards You), be Gracious to me out of Your blessing!)
The lexicons of the World are inadequate in their explanation of Fad'!
(Bounty), they cannot translate it completely; in fact, it has no equivalents .
The angels, the jinni and human beings are all desirous of grace.

Wa maa Alaynaa ill-al-Balagh!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10743. DISCARD that what is evil to the people.

Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10744. WHATEVER the fruit, it comes to fruition in its own season.

YfUI-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10745.

--=:....r" V-,\\ "S=i 1' --::::::::.... ~

SUBHAN al-Malik-il-Quddoosl
(Glorified be my Lord Who is the Master, the Holy!)
Beauty is the strength of the Faith.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10746. H E is Ind ependent of every beaury; rather, He is the Creator
of primal origin.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoam!
10747. m REGRET the state 'gone by', is to spoil the 'present'.
If a state appertai ns to the 'present; it may turn out to be a treasure of
(Divine) elightenments and mysteries.
T he leader:
"Totally pleased!"
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10748. IF there were no (extraneous) occupations, he would, having
become enraptured and pleased, inherit the mysteries and secrets of life, and
acquire bestowed knowledge.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10749.

...:.Li-"
\.'. -- -'\\ -..::...... ~
.
.
..,.... -? ~

SUBHAN al-'Aziz-il-Wahhiib!
(Glorified be my Lord Who is Powerful, the Bestowerl)
r ,

_

The bestowed knowledge is Lt U
Ladunni (the knowledge
inunediately derived from Allah the Almighty - Al-Qur'an 18:65) and is
granted to the servants by Allah the Alntighty alone.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10750. A BESmWAL is not dependent upon effort!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10751. ;; -::.;,.j..)lGi (THE HOLY THOUGHTS):
Why were the Tutor-of the Angels (ie. :4ziizeel) made outcast?
For repudiation of Adam (the Prophet /~ )1
Adam (the Prophet /~ ) is the masterpiece of creation!
If there were no Adam (the Prophet /~ ie. mankind), there would
have been nothin g at all.
Because of Adam (the Prop het /~, ie. mankind) the Universe
came into being.
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-

In the Name ofAllah,
Most Gracious, Most Merciful!

....
, ....... :..
o~;.l \ ~p\~ \~

We have indeed created man
In the best of moulds .
- (Al-Qur'an 95:4)

o ~~

y-;\~ [,\:-:\-j l ~:j
>

.-

- -

In the Na me of Allah,
Most Gracious, Most M erciful!
Glory to God, the Creator,
The Evolver.
Glory to God, Most High,
And the Praised.
- (Al-Qur'an 59:24)
10752. THAT WHICH is not understandable by anyone and is not
made to be understood is the hidden.
He who (claimed to have) made it understood made a false (claim).
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10753. DO Nor REMAIN AWAITING!
The needful are awaiting!
o People! It is fur better to give away (in charity) than to hoard.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10754. WHETHER you announce it in the East or in the West, or
even at the beat of the drum, 0 the living: "Everything of the World has to
be abandoned here in the World; '
What else is it called than a lesson!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10755. THE MOST BEAUT IFUL FACE (in the mirror, of course)
is yours (to you) and mine (to me).
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10756. THE GOAL POST is an evidence of the journey, an everlasting one. Because of the goal post alone the journey (ie. the 'stage') is
accomplished, ever excelling with all the glory.
By making and breaking over myriads of years alone is the goal post
firmly established. Therefore, it never falters!
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10757. BECAUSE OF TAWFIQUE from You did the U niverse
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sparkle and rose high.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10758. AcrlONS AND CONDUcr of anyone at all never die;
rather they remain alive as certifiers of the Renaissance of Knowledge.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10759. WH EN the limits reached the climax, it startled everyone.
Yl1Il-Hayyu, Yl1ll-Qayyoom!
10760. IT took place as, or as not, Allah the Almighty wished.
And Allah the Almighty is the Dispenser of all deeds and curer of all
hems. Allah Allah Allah!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10761. SILENCE is an unlenered message which overpowers all
teachings.
10762. I LOVE YOU for Allah the Almighty and Allah the Almighty
alone.
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10763. WONDERFUL is he who can bear Divine blessings!
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10764. mLERAT ION is the Almighty Allah's blessing.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10765. DEEDS AND DOINGS never die, they alwayssurvive.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10766. DEMONSTRAT E what you want to see and what you want
to say.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa·Qayyoom!
10767. WH EN the Almighty Allah's blessing comes, incurable
disease becomes 'ease, andvanishes away_
Yl1Il-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10768. WHAT EVER the race, only the last round is worth seeing
and appreciation.
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~ - -~Allah-hummaj'al Khayra 'Umori Akhirahu If& Khayra 'Amali
Khaioatimahu Waj'al Khayra AY.JItlmi yauma AlqaKa!
(0 Allah the Almighty! Help better the last part of my life and the
end of my deed. And may it be the best of my days when I meet
You!)
Hadrat Anas bin Malik ~ repons: "My place whilst praying used
to be exactly behind the middle ofthe hind side ofthe shoulders ofthe Holy
Prophet W"~. This state continued until he passed away. (That is,
I always stood exactly behind the Holy Prophet ~,~.:). When he finished
his prayer, he used to recite Allah-hummaj'al . ... alqaKa!"
- ('Amal al-Yaum ual-Laylata; Ibn Sunni, p.42 Na llS)
- (Kitab al-Amal Bis-Sunnah; Vc:>lume 2, p.19)
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10769.

.!-A..::.
i~ - ,. - Ci\1~ 8.. ~ "-; --.:0 \;
- (jl
'"
- -~" - ~~
,~
> •

'~\\i

ALLAH-HUMMA inni A 'uzubeKa min Diq-id-Dunya wa Diqi
Yaumil Qiyamate!
(0 Allah the Almighty! I seek Your refuge from the anguish of the
World and anguish of the Doomsday!)
It (life) is a long journey in the most narrow mountain pass.
The entangled soul can neither walk not move about; rather it is
helpless even to come out.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10770. NOOR (LIGHT) is a pleasure.
As long as it lasts, it occupies one in a trance.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
Cheering up, hiding and seeking are their ways.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa -Qayyoom!
1077!. THE climax of fondness leads to an audience.
No deflection compares to achieving the goal.
10772. IT is the speech that goes down to the heart (ie. meets with
approval).
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyooom!
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10773. THE FACIAL appearance of everybody is the same; the
character, one superior to the other.
Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10774. JUSTICE with compassion and compassion with justice are
inseparable from each other.
Look for 'compassion'.
Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyooml
10775. YOUR HONOUR AND POWER overwhelm the Eanh and
Sky and are interpreters of the entire Universe. Moo shooAllah!
10776. WHY should there be no service, if the server, the drink and
the guests are there?
Many were seen to be served, none whatever were deprived.
This is the server's grace that the rinds (the astute men) ever inherit and
would ever be served.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10777. SOME sang in Arabic and some in Hindi; but it was only
Your song that was sung. And (most importantly) the beneficiary (of inner
peace and light) never sang any song.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10778. WHEN ALLAH THE ALMIGHTY, the Creator-Inventor,
breathed His spirit into Hadrat Adam Safiullah /~ , He
"Ii Alasto BerabbeKum? (Am I not your Rabb? commanded:"
(Al-Qur'an 7:172)." ' ,
He said: " ~ 9~ Qiiloo Bala! (Yes! - (Al-Qur'an 7:172)':
Since that day they became the pure spirits and guardian of their
'word'.
Rapture of the 'state' kept alive the 'word'.
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!

;.:s;:;.,;

10779. SEVENTY FIVE YEARS BEFORE:
"Where have you come from, sir?"
L~y. ./Koh Choparke!"
"I did
understand:'
"I have been a guest to some one and have returned having eaten ghee
pudding (semolina)and meat."

not

10780. YOUR OWN practice is the master piece of your Tableegh
(Spread of/slam)!
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10781. THE most honourable of the foundation principles
are Dhik'r-i-Dauxim (Continuous Dhik'r), and Tarh-i-Tam (complete
renunciation). Whoever understood it, carried the day.
He was hungry before, but satiated now.
Whenever a milestone was established, it was done so because ofthem.
Wa moo !4laynna iII-<lI-Balagh?
10782. IT permeates every limb and every vein.
. .When it pervades unnoticeably, it becomes the manifestor of
~-:1,.l\~\:,l\0~
Subhan al-Khaliq-il-Bari! (Glory be to the Creator and
the Inventor!)
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10783. THERE are nine doors (holes) on a human body. Only at the
tenth mainstay does the door of knowledge and contemplation open.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

10784. SURTI is the Spirit, reflection oflight without any physique!
SOMURTI is the Spirit body. He is the master who detaches and
displays his other (Spirit) body.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10785. SEEING one's own spirit is the Divine dury in Tareeqat alAnab. In addition, seeing any other spirits is blissful as well as helpful

in the traditions of Islam in-as-much-as one's self-examination and
promotion are concerned.
10786. THE SPIRIT (of different people) is sometimes glorified,
sometimes everlasting, sometimes imbued with strength and sometimes
divinely inspired. It roves about, appearing as it always does, in its own
physical appearance. And only the spirits introduce themselves to one
another. Moo shaa Allah!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10787. ASK as to the trance of 'being' the intoxicated devotees who,
as the confidant personified, told about the secret whilst hiding it at the
same time.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10788. MILK was repeatedly churned to make buner and like-wise
cotton was spun again and again to make cloth.
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And 0 my dear! H aving had the concomitance of breaths did the
friendship breed.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10789. T H E PROPH ET YUSUF aOSEPH), the Beautiful ofAllah
the Almighty ....~ was seen fulling into the well and being sold in the
bazaar of Egypt. His worth nearly fixed was a small cotton hank. He was
then made the Kin g of Egypt and enthroned. This was indeed the spotlight
of the Wisdom of Your Power.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10790. WHEN arrangements were made to throw into a fire Prophet
Abraham (Ibraheem) ....~ , the Friend of Allah the Almighty, (the
problem arose): " How would he be thrown into the fire that spread miles

across?"
T he Satan appeared and said: "With the help from a catapult!"
When the Prophet Abraham ....~, the Friend of Allah the
Almighty was about to be thrown into the fire, he affirmed:

Hasbuna Allah wa N i'm al-Wakeel!
(For us God sufficeth; and He is the Best Dispenser of affairs!)
Having heard this Allah the Almighty said:
"0 Fi..... 1
~ I
• •• .
u ~.
\
. \
.. \
, , : ....:..fy-' ~
Be thou cool,
~ ~
_Y v _
And a mean of safety
(1 q" L,..,.:. ~\ ) il ~ \ -O \ ~
For Abraham.
' --;; - ;:. J-:" - (AI-Qur'an 21:69)

__,-I -: -

.

The conflagrating fire cooled down.
Likewise it is amazing, every one of Your accounts, and wonderous
too.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10791. ATTENTION! Allah the Almighty sees you all.
Allah does what He likes.
Man is the image of Allah the Almighty.
Do what Allah the Almighty likes.
Never do what Allah the Almighty does not like.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10792. ALL other Faiths and Religions of this World are subject to
time.
When time sets into a routine, it welcomes due change.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10793. T HE SCHOOLS OF T HOUGHT and the Faith meet on;
there occurs no difference.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10794. H UMAN beings were granted freedom of action. That is why
they were subjected to reward and punishment.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10795. BECAUSE OF YOUR grace and blessing, the veils of grief
and sorrow were tom to pieces. They cannot be rent asunder by any other
means .

It was dark all over; light took command.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10796. GRIEF and sorrow are two fatal hunters of life. Grace and
blessing wipe them out.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10797. BECAUSE OF his patience in afHiction did the Prophet
Yusuf .....~ receive a Kingdom.
Ranting and raving eat away the blessing of afHiction and so also those
of grief and sorrow.
10798. BECAUSE of Tawba (repentance), the good news of humanity
was inherited.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10799. IF a man becomes a 'man', he becomes the 'highman',
commanding all holiness and blessing!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10800. H ERE are the woods and bush
watching as if in war.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

ill

this hut, talking and

10801. SILENCE is an unlettered message that overpowers all
teachings and when accomplished, it becomes (a pan of one's) nature.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10802. SHOW THE SU BJECf which you wish to preach; and do
not go beyond the subject .
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10803. YOUR DHIK'R is the food without which the spirit cannot
survive; rather it remains disturbed.
10804. FORGETFULNESS is a disease and also a separate world (of
oblivion). When it afflicts man, it renders him the victim of greed and
temptation.
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyoom!
10805. DEAR SIRS, my religious guide, Shaykh of the shaykhs and
the honourable mentor, has advised me not to establish a link with any rich
man or ruler. Nor have I to accept from them any kind of gift, he said.
This is a public highway where everybody is equal.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

m

10806.
BE carefree ofeverything except (You) and to reckon in my
heart no one as equal to You is but the honour and decorum of 'piety' and
'fear of Allah the Almighty'. Maa shaa Allah!
Yaa-Hayyu; yaa-Qayyooml
10807. THIS is a wisdom through and through, and a lesson too.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

m

10808.
BE CONTEN T with the Almighty Allah's Will is the
highest of worship and to give away without request, the highest grace.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10809. CHANGING ofa habit is safe in the Almighty Allah's Power.
10810. T H ERE exists no alien body whatever at the stage of Tawheed;
only the light of the Holy Dhat reflects therein. Maa shaa Allah!
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10811. ONLY he is the seeing who is present.
Whatever is taking place and will take place is from Allah the Almighty
only.
This means that there is nothing in anybody's power. Reliance of
everything is on Allah the Almighty only.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10812. ABSORPTION IN PRAYERS is the factor without which it
cannot stand; it remains the centre of whispering. The thoug ht that never
comes to pass does so in prayers.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10813. THE SPIRIT spoke: "I am pure, the holy, free from all
impurities . The Satan cannot enter into myself?'
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10814. WHEN SURTI (SPIRIT) beseeched, Somurti (the spirit
body) came along.
The fact of the matter is that Surti was baffled, Because of Somurti did
Surti prevail. Moo shaa Allah!
T here is no need to repeat any further.
Haque! Haque! Haque!
Hoo! Hoo! Hoo!
10815. STRENGTH, whomsoever should it belong, Ali al-Murtada
~ or Ali Ahmad Sabir Kalyari ~, is divinely given.
Yoo-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10816. WHEN the string of the guitar had the holy words singing,
the divine ecstasy prevailed.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10817. 1D DISGUISE both the apparent and the hidden is an art of
the utmost quality. T hey are the people who did inherit this bestowal and so
did receive this wisdom.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10818. WHATEVER is donated and saved must be given away daily
in the form offlour to the impoverished widows who have no bread winners
and are totally dependent upon Allah the Almighty, the Benign and the
Gracious, thus reaping good for yourselves. And this act is the major act of
worship.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10819. A BOOK brings along a personality and the personality alone
is the trustee of the bock .
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom !
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10820.
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AS:4WKA be-noore wajheKa al-Kareem!
(I beseech for light ofyour face, the most Gracious)
By nose did this noor (light) ente r (the body) .
The ear did make it vibrate .
It concentrated in the eye.
The heart is the secret bearer and custodian of all messages.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-QaY.JlOOl11!
10821. "WHAT do you do these days?"
"As it pleases Allah the Almighty, the children run the business; it is a
plump living. However, I occupy myselfin the hobby ofchess as a matter of

recreation."
"Ah, this is the worst of hobbies, as though drenching your hands with
the blood of a pig ;'
Occupy yourself with the Dhik'rullah.
Resurrection in the World, of the Faith and the H ereafter is because of

Dhik'rnllah.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10822. THE REFLECTION ofYour eye was restrained through one
hundred and twent y five th ousand curtains, and it prevailed on the sea like a
pen thus helping him to win wh o had its sight .

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10823. " W HO is your God?"
" The One W ho created me:'

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10824. HERE is a bend!
Do not lose the way!

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10825. KASHF-AT-TAM (perfect manifestation) is that which has no
interruption.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10826, SURT! (SPIRIT) in Somuni (spirit body) is as water in milk,
one and the same, This is the commentary on eternity to eternity. And this
alone is recognition ofyour Creator.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10827.
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BISMILLA·HIR Rahmii-nir Raheem! Alliih-humma Matt'inee
besam'ee Wa Basaree hatta taj'alhum al- Wan'cha minnee lffi 'afinee
Fee Deeni Wa jasadee wan-surnee mimman zalamanee hatta
turiyanee feehe tha'ree! Alliih-humma inni Aslamtu nafsee IlayKa wa
Faunoaztu amree llayKa Wal:7a 'atu Zahree laKa Wa Khallaytu
lffijhee Ilayha Laa Mag"'a minKa illii IlayKa Amantu berasoole
Ka-alladhee Arsalta lffi Be-KicabeKa aliadhee Anzalta!
(In the Name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! Benefit me from my ears and eyes so much that You
render them both my successors. And grant me ease in my Faith
and physique and help me face he who would inflict cruelty on me
that You show me my reward! 0 Allah the Almighty! Indeed, I
trusted You with my soul and affairs; entrust my back towards You
and directed my face to You; there is no refuge except in You. I
rallied my belief in Your Messenger J+~ whom You sent
and Your Book that You revealed!)
Amir al-Momeneen Hadrat Ali ~ narrates that the Holy Prophet
read these formulas in his supplication: "Allah-humma

J+~

Matta'inee . . . . Anzalta"

-(AIMuscadnk al-HakimlKicab al-Amal Bis-Sunnah, liJlume 4,
pp,86-87)
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Bismilla-hir Rahma-nir Raheem! Allah-hummahfiznee bemaa
Tahfazo behee as-Sabiyya!
(In the Name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! Protect me as You would protect a child!)

Hadrat 'Uthman bin 'Abdullah bin Ans ~ reports that the
Almighty Allah's Messenger m~ used to pray thus: ''Allah-hummahfiz nee ". . . as-SabiCY.Y'l't »

- (Kitab az-Zuh'd Wa ar-Raqaq-Iil-Maruazi/Kitab
Bis Sunnah, Volume 4, p. 145).
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!

al-'Amal

10827.

IN the Name ofAllah , Most
Gracious, Most Merciful!
who believe!
Avoid suspicion as much
(As possible): for suspicion

o ye

In some cases is a sin;
And spy not on each other,
Nor speak ill of each other,
Behind their backs. Would anyone
Of you like to eat
The flesh of his dead
Brother? Nay, ye would
Abhor it " . " . But fear God:
For God is Oft-Returning,
Most Merciful.

- (Al-Qur'an 49:12)
May Allah the Almighty help descend in the field a young man who
may break them all to pieces!

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10828. COME ALONG, but first free yourselfof wealth.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10829. LIKE Tar'k (renunciation) like bestowal.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
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10830. THE SERVANT is in search of wisdom and wisdom in that
ofthe servant.
The ultimate wisdom is found in Surah Al-Humaza (the Scandalmonger):

In the Name of Allah,
Most Gracious Most Merciful!
Woe to every
(Kind of) scandal-monger
And back-biter,
Who pileth up wealth
And layeth by,
Thinking that his wealth
Would make him last
For ever!
By no means! He will
Be sure to be thrown into
That which breaks to Pieces.
And what will explain
To thee That which Breaks
To Pieces?

It is the Fire
Of the Wrath of God
Kindled to a blaze,
T he whic h doth mount
(Right) to the Heart:

It shall be made
Into a vault over them,

In columns outstretched.
- (AI-Qur'an 104:1-9)

There is nothing ever to be said to anyone at all. Nor have they to hoard
wealth.
The 'state' remarked: "You said the truth:'
The 'self entertained it and the clear victory tr iump hed!
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Bismillii-hir Rahmii-hir Raheeml
Allah-humma anta Rabbi Lii
ilaha illii anta 'AlayKa
Twakkaltu Wa anta Rabb-ul'Arsh-il-Kareem Maa shaa' Alliihu
Kana malam Yashii'o lam yii
ku(m) Iii Hawla Wa Lii QuwwaUl
illii billii-il-'Aliyy-il-'Azeem.
A 'lamu anna-Alliih 'Alii Kulle
Shay 'in Qadeer. Wa Anna Allii
gad Ah ata bekulle Shay'in 'ilmanl
A llah-humma inni A'itdhubeKa
min sharre nafsi Ira min sharre
kulle Diibbatin anta Ahkhezu(m)
beniiseyateha inna Rabbi 'Alii
sirinimmustaqeeml

(In the Name ofAllah, Most Gracious Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! You are my Lord . There is none but You worthy of
worship. I trust You alone and You are the Sustaine r of the
Glorious Throne. It happens only that what Allah the Almighty
wishes, and nothing at all if He so wishes. There is no power and
no strength (to command) except Allah the Almighty so bestows it.
I know Allah the Almighty is powerful over everything. Indeed,
the Almighty Allah's knowledge is all-prevailing. I seek Your refuge
from the evil of myself and the evil of every being as You have held
it (in control) by its forehead. Indeed, my Lord is found by
following the righ t pathl)
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It is narrated by Hadrat Talaq ~ that a man came to Hadrat Abu
Darda ~ and said to him: "Your house is on fire:'
At this Abu Darda ~ said: "My house has not burnt:'
Another man came along and said: "The fire has been there, but by the
time it reached your house it had gone out:'
Hadrat Abu Darda ~.J>ij said: "I know Allah the Almighty did not
mean to do it, (ie. to burn my house):'
At this they said: "0 Abu Darda ~ We do not know which are
your wonderous prayers (because ofwhich the house has not burnt or Allah
the Almighty has not done so)?"
He replied: "I have heard the Holy Prophet W'~ saying about
these prayers, 'Whoever recites these words at the beginning of the day will
have no affliction until evening time. And whoever recites these words at the
end of the day will have no affliction come to him until morning. The
prayers are as follows, 'Allah-humma anta . . .. siratimmustaqeem- '"

-(Kanz al-'AmallKitab al-'Amal Bis-Sunnah, 10lume 2, pp. 29-30)
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In the Name ofAllah,
Most Gracious, Most Merciful!
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But We are nearer
To Him than yo,
And yet You see not.

o ~ Jj.:r9~-~ ~;

- (Al-Qur'an 56:85)
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10831. ABSTRACf OF THE TEACHING:
Ruh (spirit) - the sanctified
Naf's (self) - the satisfied
Dhik'r (remembrance) - the continuous

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10832. IT IS THE TALK that would sum up evety talk.

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10833. THE DYING ONES gave the message of life to the living
ones: You are not to live either. And do not regret after death that you had
not known (this fact),

Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10834. EVERYTHING is dependent upon the intention; if the
intention is pure, the affairs are clear.

"What intention are you coming with?"
"We have come only for Dhik'r of Allah the Almighty, the One and
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Only. There is no extraneous motive whatever;'
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa- Qayyoom!
10835. LOOK AT the 'present'. The 'present' is the witness to the
'past' and holds preference over the 'past'.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa-Qayyoom!
10836. EVERYBODY is to die, dying here and now.
T here is no death to Dhik'r-i-Ilahi; one transfers just in a moment.
10837. IT is an established fact, we reap benefits from the pure and
holy spirits of the thinkers, commentators (of the Holy Qur'an) and
narrators (of the sayings of the Holy Prophet Muhammad J!:.'~ ).
Yaa-Hayyu, y aa-Qayyoom!
They all persevered at practices of their respective 'states' and 'stages;
shirking not even for a moment. And because of them alone the living
learned the mode oflife.
Yaa-Hayyu, ya a-Qayyoom!
10838. WHEN a spirit meets, collaborates and unites with another
spirit, then the new things take place.
The spirit roves about freely.
When a spirit meets of its own free will with another spirit, the cover of
some attractive title is opened.
Yaa-Hayyu, yaa -Qayyoom!
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Salat Noor a1-Qiyamat
Bismilla-hir Rahma-nir Raheem! Alla-humma salle J4la
Sayyidena Muhammadi(n)m bahre A nwareKa l% Maliene
AsrareKa Wa Lisiine hujjareKa Wa J4roose mamlukareKa l%
Imame HadrareKa Wa Teraze mulkeKa l% Khaza 'ine
RahmareKa Wa Tareeqe Shari'are kal-muta-ladhdidh birawheedeKa Insane J4in-il-Wujude Was-Sababe Fee Kulle
Mawjudin J4ine A 'ayane khalqeKa al-Mutaqaddeme min Noore
deya',Ka Saliuan tadoomo bedawameKa l% Tabqa bebaqii ',Ka
Saliuan tadoomo bedasoamelca l% Tabqa bebaqa'iKa laa
Munraha laha Doona 'ilmeKa Salatan rurdeeKa l% turdeehe l%
Tania beha J4 nna yaa Rabb-al-'Aalameenl
(In the Name ofAllah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful! 0 Allah the
Almighty! Shower Your mercy u pon our leader M uhammad
W ~ who is the ocean of Your enlightenments, the mine of
Your mysteries, the tongue of Your rationale and proof, the
bridegroom of Your kingdom, the preceptor of Your Highness, the
decorum of Your Domain, the treasures of Your mercy, the
highway of Your Shari'at (Law), the beneficiary of Your Tazoheed
(unity), the dear one of the eye ofthe living Universe, the means of
every being, the foundation of Your exalted creation and the torch
bearer of Your reflections; shower the blessings that remain with
Your eternity and last with Your existence that has no end to it and
known (to none) except You; shower the blessings that You and he
W~ approve and by which you are pleased with us, 0 the
Sustainer and Cherisher of the Worlds.)
The Hadrat Shaykh ~ (my preceptor) has said, and it is
also related of some of the exalted divin es, that this Darud (composition
of praise to the Holy Prophet W~) ie. Alla-humma Salle ;4la
Sayyidena Muhammadi(n)m bahre AnwareKa . . .. yaa Rabb-al ;4alameen,
is equivalent to fourteen thousand Adioar (pI. of Darud) and has been found
hand-written by the All-Powerful on some stones!
- (Nazal al-Abrar-Dalay'al Khayrat/Kitab al-Amal Bis-Sunnah,
Volume 2, p. 48)
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Wa Aakhiru Da'waanaa Anil Hamdulillahi Rabb-il-Aalameen!
Wassalaatu Wassalaamu 'Ala RasooliHil-Kareem! Wal-Hamdulillahi Rabb-ilAalameen! Aameenl (In the end, our claim is that all praise be to Allah the
Almighty, the Lotd of the Wotlds, and blessings and greetings to the
gracious Prophet W~! And praise be to Allah the Almighty, the Lotd
of the Wotlds! Amen!)
-Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali
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- A bu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali
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Yermlixlcrk CJIot; PrUJ!hfl
aniJ 'Tk CJIot; Shatkks
I. As a great grandson of Prophet Ishmael --"~ the Holy Prophet
Muhammad W ~ was born on the morning of 22 April 571 CE to
Abdullah, the son of Abdul Mutlib, the head of the Quraish tribe in Makka
al-Mukarrama. For his truthfulness and praiseworthy conduct, he
commanded the respect and honour of his people, and earned the title of
al-Amin (the trusted one). At forty, he had from Allah the Almighty the first
of a series of revelations which, during the next rwenty three years,
culminated into Al-Qur'an, the last and final Divine message to the whole of
mankind, where in he has been addressed with titles such as Til Ha, Ha
Mim, Yilsin and the most befitting and unique appellation of Rahmat-unlil-Aalameen (Mercy to the Worlds). Knowledgeable of the apparent and the
hidden, he is the cherished examplar and mentor of every Muslim,
especially the Ahl-e-Sulook thus helping them with realisation of the
Ultimate Reality. The leader and last of the line of prophets, Muhammad
Mustafa Ahmad Mujtaba W~ passed away on 12 Rabi ul-Awwal 11
AH (632 CE) in Madina al-Munawwara where his tomb in Masjid unNabvi is annually visited by millions of people from all over the World.

2. Imam al-Mashariq wal'-Maghilrib Hadrat Ali al-Murtada ~ bin
Abi Talib (d. 20 Ramadan al-Mubarak 40 AH/661 CE) was the Fourth
Caliph in succession to the Muslim Empire founded by the Holy Prophet
~~ whose cousin/son-in-law he was. In his sayings (al-Hadith), the
Holy Prophet ~~ has said: "I am the city ofknowledge and Ali is its
gateway?' He is well known for ascetic practices and held as the beaconlight
of Faq'r by thefuqara (pi. for faqi'r). His shrine in Najaf(Iraq) is a centre of
attraction for the seekers of truth and Nahj al-Balagha, the collection of his
sayings, is the sufic text for novices.
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3. Hadrat Khauaja Hasan al-Basri ~ (Iraq) was born in Madina
aI-Munawwara, brought up and lived in Basra until he died on 5 Rajab
llO AH /728 CE where he was also buried. He is accredited with founding
of 'ilm al-Qulub (science of heart). He led an austere life and often said:
"The lightly burdened shall be saved and the heavily laiden shall perish: '
4. Hadrat Kha uaja Habib al-Ajmi Abu Muhammad ~ (d. 3 Rabi' aIThani 156 AH; buried in Baghdad) was a native of Persia and hence titled
al-Ajmi; had only a working command of Arabic but excelled in mystical
stages for 'his heart was not sallied by hypocrisy and was well-pleased with
Allah the Almighty'.

5. Hadrat Khawaja Dawood Tai' bin :4.yad Abu Ali al-Tamimi ~ (d. 27
Rabi ul-Thani 265 AH ; buried in Baghdad) acquired learning from Imam
Abu Hanaifa bin Thabit al-Kharraz; the well-known legalist in Islamic
Jurisprudence, whom he asked, 'Wh at shall I do now?' The Imam replied:
"Practise what you have learnt, for theory without practice is like a body
without a spirit:'
6. Hadrat Kawaja Ma'roof al-Karkhi ~ (d. 20 Muharrnm al-Haram
200 AH/8l5 CE; buried in Baghdad), a great sufi mentor ofthe early ninth
Century, avoided hairsplitting discussions of the jurists and once
commented: "When God loves His servant, He opens the door of actions
(ie, religious practices) and closes the door of theological disputations:'

7. Hadrat Kawaja Abdullah Sari as-Saqati ~ (d. 6 Ramadan alMubarak 253 AH/867 CE; buried in Baghdad) enjoyed high spiritual rank,
discussed mystical states (ahwttl) and stood for the efficacy of 'real mutual
love berween man and Allah'.

8. Hadrat Khauaja Abu al-Alam Junayd ai-Baghdadi ~ (d. 27 Rajab
298 AH /910 CE; buried in Baghdad) developed further his uncle asSaqati's discourses about Tazoheed; now preserved in Nafhat al-Un's. A sufi
of a high calibre, Junayd wrote many books eg, Kitab al-Fana and K itab
Dawa'al Arwtth and had founded after him Junaydiyyah Order which
insists on more sobriety (sah 'zo) and less rapture (ghttlaba).

9. Hadrat Shaykh Abu Bakar Muhammad Ja'far bin Yunus ash-Shibli
~ (d. 27 Dhi aI-Hajjah 334 AH /945 CE: buried in Baghdad) was a

government official till he had an inner conversion and became an
abstracted mystic, who survived Husayn Ibn Mansur al-Hallaj by rwenty
three years. Ash-Shibli was equally absorbed in love of Allah demonstsably
when he reproached someone whose beloved had died thus: "0 fool, why
do you love someone who can die:' - Tadhkirttt ul-Awliya by Fariduddin

Attar.
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10. H adrat Abdul Wah'd bin Abdul Aziz al-Tamimi ~ (d. 26 [ am adi

ul-Thani 445 AH; buried in Baghdad).
II. H adrat :4la-ud-Din Abu ai-Farah Tartoosi ~ (d. 2 Sha'ban 447
AH; buried near Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal in Tanoos in Spa in).
12. Hadrat Shaykh Abu 'I Hasan bin Yusuf Quraishi Hankari ~ (d. 3
Muharram al-Haram 486 AH; buried in H ankara, Tunisia).
13. Khawaja Abu Saw Mubarak bin Alvi Makhzoomi ~ (d. 7
Sha'ban 513 AH; buried in Baghdad).
14. Hadrat Ghaunh ul-Azam Shaykh Muhiyyud-din Abdul Qadir al-filani
~ (d. after 'Isha on Saturday 11 Rabi ul-Thani 561 AH/1I66 CE at the
age of ninety one years, seven months and nine days) was born in Gilan in
Iran, hence al-Jilani, in 470 AH/I077 CE and educated in Baghdad (Iraq),
wandered as an ascetic in the desens of Iraq for 25 years and emerged as a
renowned preacher of Baghdad and laid the foundations of Qadiriyyah
Order. He wrote many legalistic treatises, the Divine Questionnaire called
al-Ghaunhiyyah or al-Mirajiyyah being widely read by Qadiris for ecstatic
experience. There are many Qadirites who have been exalted saints of their
time. H is tomb in Baghdad is visited by pilgrims from fur and wide.
15. Hadrat Shaykh Saif-ud-Din Abdul R azaque bin Hadrat Gaunh al-Azam
~ (d. 6 Shawal al-Mukarram 603 AH; buried in Baghdad).

16. H adrat Sharaf-ud-Din Naq'shbandi ~ (d. 27 Safar al-Muzaffar
573 AH; buried in Baghdad).
17.

H adrat Abdul Wahhab ~ (d. 18 Sha'ban al-M u'azzam).

18. K hawaja B aha-ud-Din Naq'shbandi ~ (d. 3 Rabi ul-Awwal 791
AH/1390 CE; bur ied in Qasr-i-'Abdan, Bukhara) founded N aq'shbandiyyah
Order that is built around eight well-know n principles the first one being
hosh bar dam (awareness in breathing), Dhik 'rullah in silence and no music
or sama'. T he Order has flourished well in the sub-Continent and have
many famous and exalted spiritual guides eg, Mujaddid Ali] Thani and
Khawaja Mir Dard (1721-1785 CE).

19. Hadrat Sayyid Aqil ~ (d. 21 Safar ai-Muzaffar 1007 AH; buried
in Sahra-i-Kabul Zai Khail).

20. Hadrat Shams-ud-Din Sah rai ~ (d . 33 Rajab 1069 AH; buried
in Sahra-i-Kabul Zai Khail).
21. H adrat Shah Gada Rahman The Firsc ~ (d. 9 Rajab 1105 AH;
buried in Multan, Pakistan).
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22. Hadrat Khawaja Abu'l Hasan Fadyl ~ (d. 4 Dhi al-Hajjah 1112
AH ; buried in Kabul) .
23. Hadrat S hams-ud-Din Arif ~ (d. 951 AH ; buried in
G ulshina-i-Atab).
24. Hadrat Shah Gada Rah man The Second ~ (d. 1035 AH) .

25. Hadrat Shah Fudyl ~ .
26. H adrat Shah Kamal K eithley alias the J ogi ~ (d. 19 Jamadi ulThani 981 AH; buried in Keithley in Ruhtak, India) received his cloak of
Faq'r from the Ghaunh ul-Azam via his son Abdul Razzaque and eventually
passed it on to the Mujaddid Alif Thani down through Hadrat Shah
S ikander Keithley al-Qadiri. For his knowledge and mystical commands,
Muslims and Hindus all revered Shah Kamal,

27. Hadrat Shah Sikander Keithley al-Qadin' ~ (d. 11 Rajab 1023
AH; buried in Keithley), as a young boy, remained in the company of pious
people. Once he wore Shah Kamal's turban and held in authority his
walking stick whilst he was busy performing the ablution. The story has it
that seeing this 'he hugged the boy in affection and proclaimed him as his
would-be-successor'. Shah Sikander commanded great respect all over
the sub-Continent where, with his help, many Qadiriyyah zaunyyahs were
set up.
28. H adrat Khawaja Shaykh Badar-ud-Din Ahmad as-Sarhindi ~ (d.
28 Safar 1034 AHl1624 CE; buried in Sarhind Sharif, India) was an
acknowledged Naq 'shbandiyyah reformer at the advent of the Second
Millenium of the Islamic Calendar hence known as Mujaddid Alif Thani
and also Imam-i-Rabbani (the divinely inspired Leader), was Shah
Sikander's disciple, a great exponent of lI:'!lhdat ush-Shuhood (Unity of
Vision) vis-a-viz Ibn al-Arabi's Wahdat ul-lI:'!ljud (Unity in 'Being') and
fought against the Moghul Emperor Akbar's Din-i-Ilahi; commonly known
in the West as Synchrotism of Religions. His teaching is preserved in his
epistles which have been compiled in Hirz al-Inayat by Nuharnmad
al-H ifzi.

29. Hadrat Sayyid A dam B inori ~ (d. 23 Shawal 1053 AH ; buried
in Madina al-Munawwara ) belonged to th e descendants of the Hol y
Prophet W"'~ who settled in Rome and then migrated to Sarhind in
India . He served in the army for a while where he came across many exalted
mystics till he finally embraced the Im am-i-Rabbani, benefitted spirituall y
and succeeded him.
30. Hadrat Shaykh Habib Sahib Peshawari ~ (d. 13 Safar 1093 AH;
buried in Peshawar, Pakistan).
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31. Hadrat Shay kh Shahbaz Sahib ~ (d. 2 Sha'ban 1144 AH; buried
in Peshawar, Pakistan).

32. Hadrat H afiz M uhammad Momin Sahib Mashu Ghaghar ~ (d.
16 Sha'ban 1184 AH; buried in the district of Peshawar, Pakistan).
33. Hadrat Siddique B ishwani ~ (d. 17 Safar 1198 AH; buried in
Bunair, Sawat in Pakistan).
34. H afiz M uhammad Ba Kamal Hafiz M uhammad Shah ~ (d . 26
Rabi ul-Thani; buried in the village Umar Zai, Peshawar) .
35. Hadrat Hafiz K hawaja Muha mmad Shu'aib Tor Dher Sahib ~
(d . 16 Rajab 1238 AH; buried in Mardan, NWFP, Pakistan).
36. Hadrat A khwand A bdul Ghafoor Sa idu Baba Sahib ~ (d. 8
Muharram ul-Hararn 1295 AH; buried in Sawat, Pakistan ).
37. Hadrat Shah A bdul Rahim ~ (d. 21 Rabi ul-Awwall 1303 AH;
buried in Dunbiwal1ah, Saharanpur, India).
38. Hadrat Sarkar Qan' Shah Abdul Karim ~ (buried in Nasirpar
Kalan, district Sargodha, Pakistan).
39. Hadrat Makhdoom ul-Mul'k Shah Hakim Amir ul-Hasan ~ (d.
22 Ramadan u1-Mubarak 1367 AH; buried in Saharanpur), an eminent and
contemporary sufi master, wielded great spiritual excellence and practised
Tibb-i-Naboi (The Holy Prophet's W ~ Medicine) as his selfless
service to the Almighty Allah's ailing creatures. He is the Peer-iTareeqat/Shaykh par excellence of Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali
Ludhianvi Aft !4nho (born on 27 Rabi ul-Thani 1329 AH/27 April 1911 CE,
in the village of Barhami near Ha1wara in the Indian Punjab, migrated to
Pakistan in 1947 and now settled in the district of Faisalabad) who is the
founder of the Seminary (Zawiyyah) Dar-ul-Ehsan.
- Muhammad Iqbal
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The Name Allah, His Attributes and the principles of'goOO' and 'evil' occuron almost all
pages of the book. Therefore, no page reference for these have been made. Likewise,
referencesto the Holy Prophet ~~ have been made foronly a few specific events.
Abu H amid al-Ghazali (d. 1111 CE), ii

Balkh, the raja of (i.e. Ibrahim Adham, d.
160

surm C E), 22

Abu Bakar Muharrunad ja'far bin Yu suf
ash-Shibli (d. 334 AH/94 5 CE), xi

Caesar of Rome, ix

Abu Yazid Abd ar-Rahman, v

ad-Darqawi, Mawlay ai-Arabi, v

Abdul Karim Ibn Ibrahim al-ji li

Farid-ud-Deen Attar, the Kh awaia
(11 20-1230 C E), vii

(1365- 1417 CE) , iii
Abdul Rah im, H adrat Shah
(d. 1303 AH), vi

Iqbal, M uham mad (d. 1938 CE), ix

Abu'l Abbas aJ-Mursi, v

Khalid bin Walid, the Saiful lah (the Sword
of Allah the Almighty), ix

Adam, the Pro phet ......~ , 35, 39

Ibn Kath ir, the Tafsir of, iv

Al-Qushayri, Imam Abu 'l Qasirn, vi

'Ala-ud-Deen Ali Ahmad as-Sabir Kalyari
(d. 689 AH), ii, 44

ash-Shahdhil, Shaykh Abu'l Hassan, v

Ali al-Murtada, the H aidet (d. 661 CE),

Shajrah-i-Tayyibah (the H oly Order), xi,

29

Amir al-Hassan, Shaykh al-Shaykh Syed,

xi, 43,52
IbnAra lilah, v

55,56,57

ShaJulhilliyyah Order, v
Shuttan"yyah Order, v
Tahli; the tree, 17

'Azaazeel, the Outcast, 35

Yarmuk, the River, ix

Baghat Kabir, the Hindu minstrel, x

Yusuf, the Prophet

~ , 41,42

t5uijtd anItx.J
Ahad (the One), viii
Ahdiyyat(One-nessof Godhead), viii, 9

'Amil (practitioner), 6, 8

Ahl-e- Dhauq ue (the men of taste), 32

Angels, 11

:-Ina(Ego), vi

Ahl... Khuma r (th e intoxicated), 32

Aqa (the master), 8

Abt-e-Ioreeqat (the followers of the path), 7

Arabic, the language, 39

:4inal-Yaqren, iii

Asma-ul-Husna (the Beautiful Names), 13,
30,32,33

Allahussamad (God, the Eternal, the
Absolute), 6, 30
'llmal (practice),6, 8, 20

Asraghfirullah (0 Allah the Almighty,
forgive mel), 6
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Audie nce, 22, 25, 26

H alal (lawfu l), 28

Awliya (the mystics), iv

H aram (forb idden), 28

Back-biter, the woes of, 48

H eart , 4, 37, 38

Back-biting, 8

H ereafter, 12, 19,44

Being, 40

H ikm, the Book of Wisdom, v

Blame, 7

Hindi; the language, 39

Character, 22. 39

Charity,36

H oo (the extrapulated bit of the Name of
God, Allah), 9

Compassion, 37

Huqq-ul-Yaqeen; iii

Contemplation. 7

'Ilm-ul-Yaqeen, iii

Contentment, 18

Independence, ofAllah the Almighty, 6

Creation, of man. 6

l-ness, 5

Dawah-o-Tablregh al-lslam

Insan-ui-Kamil (the Perfect Man), iii

(preaching and Spread ofIslam), ii
Day of judgemem, iv
Deeds, 9, 19, 37, 38

Dhiu (Being), I, 16, 43
Dhik'r(Remembrance), ii, iv, vi, 5, 6, 20,
21,33,34,40,43,44,50,51
Doomsday, iv, II , 38
Ecstas y, 4, 44
Emigrnnt,7
Evi l, 6, 25, 26, 34, 49

Fad'i (Bounty), 34

Intent ion, 8, 34, 50
Intoxication, 9, 29

[ram, the Garden of, 31, 33
'Ish ~J

vii

Jabarul (Sphere of D ivine Power). 31
Jadh'b (absorption), iii, 7
Jama'al (G roup), 22
jealous, 7
j ealousy, 7
justice, 39

Kalimah Tayyibah, 15

Fana Pil-Allah (E xtinct ion in Allah the
Alm ight y), viii

K ashf at-Tam (perfect M an ifestati on), 45

Faqir (ascetic), 9, 10, 12, 21

K aram (G race), 34

Faq'r (indige nce or aus terity), vi, 16, 22, ix,

Kh arat (the cha rity), 30

xi

K. f'r (infidelity), 16

Fear, of Allah th e Alm ight y, 8

L ahut (D ivine Nature revealing itself), 31

Fik'r (con templation), iv, 33

Li es, the bad sme lt of, 7

Forgiveness, by Allah the Almighty, 9, 10,
12,21

Ghee, the tilt, 39

Good,6,25,26
Greed,43
Grief, 13,42

Love, of Allah the Almighty, 11

M oo h?)yal (I am wit h you l), 4

Majdhoobiyyar (abstraction), vii
Ma kshooflll, the kinds of, 27
M alakul (the angelic world), 31
M a rtyrs, iv

Guardian,4
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Mashalkh (plural for shaykh), ii

Silence, 37, 42

Mercy, of Allah the Almighty, 11

Sins, 18

Milestones, of the Muslims' life, 27

Somurti, the spirit body, 40, 44, 46

Muhajir it-Allah, iii, ix

Sorrow, 13, 42

Murid (disciple), vi

Soul, iii, 1, 3, 4, 9, 15, 20

Muwahhid, (strict believer in Unicity of

Speec h, 7, 8, 15

Godhead), viii

Spirits, 5, 11, 13,40, 43, 44, 50, 51

NaJal (voluntary prayer), i

Stage, ofthe Journey, 10, 11, 14, 19, 30, 36,

Nasut (human nature in God), 31
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NaJs al-Ammara; iii

State, 4,5,9, 15, 29, 30, 32, 39, 51

NaJs al-Lauxoama, iii

Suk'r (intoxication), viii

NaJs al-Mutma'inna, iii

Sulook (joumey on the Path), viii

Noor (Light), 16,45

Sunnah (Practice), vii, xii

Obedience, 6

Surti (the Spirit), 40, 44, 46

Tableegh (the spread of), 39

One -ness, the believer of, 9; of Allah the
Almighty, 23

Tahajjud (the extra prayer), i

Otherness, 7

Tareeqat (Islamic Mysticism), 7, IS; alAnail 22,40

Partner, to Allah the Almighty, 9, 10, 11,
15

Tark-i-Tam (complete renunciation), 40, 47

Past, 51

Tasaunouf (or Sufism), v, vi, vii

Perseverance, 32
Piety, 43

Tawakkul ii-Allah (Trust in Allah the
Almighty), v, ix

Practice, 11, 14, 29

Tawba (repe ntance), 42

Present, 51

TawJique (ability or competence), 36

Protector, Allah the Almighty, 9

at-Tawheed (One-ness of Godhead), ix, 7,
28,29,43

Refuge, 15
Remembrance, 4, 5

Ummah, vii, x

Remembrancer, 4

WaH (mystic), i

Resurrection, the Day of, 22, 44, 45

War,i

Rind (the astute), 39

Wealth, 26, 31, 47, 48

Saliu (Prayer), 33

Whisper, 33

Satan, 41

Will,S

Salik (Pilgrim), viii

Wudu,21

Seeker, 3

'Thum al-Hijrat (The Day of Migration), ii

Self, 4, 8, 27,49, 50

Yaum al-Riyadat (The Day of D iscipline), ii

Shaykh, 9, 10, 15

Yaum as-Summat (The Day of Silence), ii
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Dar-ul-Ehsan; literally meaning 't he House of Blessing', is a voluntary
Islamic Institute situated in the district of Faisalabad, Pakistan. It has been
defined as 'an abode of benefactors who worship Allah the Almighty as if
they are seeing H im. If it is not the case, it (certain1y) is true that He is
seeing them'.
T he Institute is busy fulfilling its aim of translating the sacred work of
Da'uah-o-Tableegh-al-Islam (Invitation to and spread of/slam) in many and
various ways. Here it is humbly desired to demonstrate practically the
teaching of the Holy Qur'an and the Sunnah (Tradition) of the Prophet
Muhammad W~, the fountain-head of/slam.
People throughout the world from all walks oflife, those who practise a
little to those who practise their religion profusely, visit the Institute. In this
way they satisfy their religious aspirations.
Sittings of incessant Dhik'r (remembrance of Allah the Almighty) are
held, missionary parties of those with religious and spiritual zeal are sent to
all parts, a spacious mosque and a repository for the worn out copies of the
Holy Qur'an have been built, a school for destitutes and orphans and a wellstaffed hospital have been established, admin istering their services free of
charge.
Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat AI~ a retired army officer, the founder
and chief organiser of the Dar-ul-Ehsan, has written, published and
distributed free of charge much literature on Islam in Urdu. This is now
being translated in part in Arabic, Persian and English. K itab-ul-Amal bisSunnah, AI-Ma'roof 'Tarteeb Sharif' (Holy Succession), Makshoofat-eManazal-e-Ehsan (Manifestations of the Stagesof Blessing)and A sma-un-Nabi
ai-Karim (The Bounteous Names of the Prophet W~~) are three
voluminous works of un ique religious importance. A monthl y magazine,
The Dar-ul-Ehsan, is published for the benefit of the Muslim Community.
It includes research articles, translations and commentaries on the Holy
Qur'an and the Hadeeth, medical cures prescribed by the Prophet
Muhammad W~ and Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali's own
words of guidance and insight.
-Muhammad Iqbal
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and peoples' fortunes have changed but this man
of God has meticulously kept his vow, praying
and supplicating, and owning nothing whatever
of the wordly possessions. He has striven hard to
emulate the life of the Holy Prophet
J+~. In actual fact his coal oj anns
reveals exactly what he practises:
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The author Abu AneesMuhammad Barkat Ali
writes in this Volume of his monologues about
Hadrat Ibrahim bin Adham ~ (d.l60
AHI777 eE) that having abdicated the
succession of a kingdom of forty princes to the
State of Balkh and taken to indigence, he always
said: "This merchandise (ofjaq'r) came by so
cheap!" In another account he is reported to
have accosted a man who bewailed of his
condition and complained of poverty thus: "My
son, perhaps you paid but little for your poverty!
I bought it at the price of this \~brld's
sovereignty, and I would buy one instant of this
poverty again with a hundred worlds, for every
moment of it becomes worth yet more [0 me:'
Many of Ibrahim bin Adham's (~) ilk, the
sultans of faq'r, came to pass as the Shajrah-iTayyibah, Dar-ul-Ehsan, also narrates some of
them in the text of this Volume.
Undoubtedly, history repeats itself and at
the turn of the Twentieth Century CE, the
author Abu AneesMuhammad Barhat Ali was
born to adopt hermetic life; having first in his
early life risen to the officer's rank in the British
Army in India, resigned because of his
inextricable ascetic religious practices and taken
vow to the witness of the leading light of the

Chishtiyyah Order, Hadrat Ala-ud-Deen Ali
Ahmad as-Sabir Kalyari ~(d. 689 AH),
to devore his life to (a) Dhik'rullah, (b) Daioah-oTableegh at-Islam, and (c) free service to
humankind. Time has ticked.on for nearly half a
Century and over the years the political rules
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Qui 'ish~ Muhammad Sal/allaahu 'alayhi
Wa Sallam Madh-habi Wa Hubbu-hu Mil/ali
t-f& 1iJ 'atu-hu Alallzih!
(Say: Devotion to the H oly Prophet
W""'~ is my Faith; love, my way of
life; and obedience, my goal!)
Consequently, his Khanqah (sancruary) is,
for these practices, extremely charged spiritually,
benefiting all and sundry. Abu Anees
Muhammad BarkacAli has ushered in an era of
faq'r and helped its flag flutter high once more
and published books, covering mainly the
spiritual and metaphysical concepts in Islam.
Indeed, this great divine shall be poised
indomitably high as a successor to his lineage,
the Holy Order.

-Muhammad Iqbal
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